








The 2001 cover was done by Joon-Ho Lee and Kelly Morgan, under the guidance
of Michael Terrile of the Hampstead Central School.
Joon-Ho Lee is a nine year old fourth grader and Kelly Morgan is a ten year old
fourth grader.
About the painting she helped create, Kelly said, "Personally, I love the art work
we made for the cover. We were really determined to make it look realistic. I don't think
it would have come out as good if I wasn't working on it with Joon-Ho. I did some things
different from him, and he did some things different from me, and together we did a
really magnificent job!"
Joon-Ho said about their collaboration, "I felt really excited when I got picked to
create the cover of the town report. I really like to draw and I enjoyed working with Kelly.
I think we did a great job!"
Mr. Terrile said about the young artists' collaboration, "Joon-Ho and Kelly were an
absolute pleasure to work with! They are both naturally talented and already have a
very strong background in the fundamentals of art. I was thrilled to watch and guide
them throughout the creation of this painting.
The original painting will hang in the Selectmen's Meeting Room for all to enjoy.
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FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
TOGETHER WITH THE VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR
AS PREPARED BY THE TOWN CLERK
2001
FULL DETAILS CONCERNING EVERY ASPECT OF TOWN GOVERNMENT
ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY TIME FROM YOUR
BOARD OF SELECTMEN AND YOUR TOWN CLERK.
Photos CourtesY of Dawn & Clay Shaw
Information About Hampstead
AREA Approximately 14 Square Miles
ROADS Approximately 60 Miles of Road
POPULATION 2000 Census - 8,297
INCORPORATED 1749
CHURCHES Five Representing Five Denominations
SCHOOLS One Elementary, One Middle
High School Students Attend Pinkerton Academy, Deny, NH
STATE SENATOR. 19th SENATORIAL DISTRICT Russell Prescott






Judd Gregg, 28 Webster St., Manchester, NH 622-7979
US Senate, 393 Russell Senate BIdg., Washington, DC 20510 (202) 224-3324
Fax (202) 224-4952
Robert C. Smith, Gateway BIdg., 50 Philip E. Gate St., Manchester, NH 634-5000
309 Dirksen Senate BIdg., Washington, DC 20510 (202) 224-2841
Fax (202) 224-1352
UNITED STATES CONGRESSMAN, DISTRICT 1:
John Sununu, 1356 Elm St., Manchester, NH 03101 641-9536
Fax 641-9561
Washington, DC (202) 225-5456
Hampstead Town Office telephone system number is 329-4100.
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 Ext. 100
TOWN CLERK / TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
Hours: Monday 8:00 - 7:00
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 Ext. 110
CODE ENFORCEMENT/ASSESSOR/
BUILDING INSPECTOR/HEALTH OFFICER:
Hours: Monday through Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 Ext. 103/104
PLANNING BOARD OFFICE:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 Ext. 102
See back cover for Directory.
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Emergency Calls
Be Calm! CALL 911
In Case of Emergency




Dog Officer, Dale Childs 362-5211
NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN
WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY:
Walter Hastings, Warden 329-6442
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden 329-7171
Steve Flynn, Deputy Warden 329-5176
William Warnock, Deputy Warden 329-7142
MUNICIPAL PICKUP OF RUBBISH WEEKLY DEPENDING ON LOCATION
Must be on Roadside at 7:00 a.m.











This year's Town Report is dedicated to
Nancy Watson
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Nancy Watson informed the Board of Selectmen that she
intended to resign her office for personal reasons, effective September 28, 2001 . Nancy
had served the Town of Hampstead since September 1989, when she was appointed by
the Selectmen to fill a vacancy in that office.
Nancy literally moved the offices into the 21^' century. When she took over the office it
was a two-person operation in an 8' x 10' room with little or no modern equipment. She
changed those conditions to the point that we had one of the best and most efficient Town
Clerk/Tax Collector operations in the State. She made sure that the Town was provided
with the technology, staff and space to serve the needs of our growing community.
While serving the Town in this office Nancy was also very active at the State level. She
served in all offices for the Town Clerk's Association. She was selected as the President
of the Association in 1995.
We would be remiss if we did not recognize that the Town got "two for the price of one"
when Nancy took over this office. Nancy's husband John was helpful during Nancy's
tenure, both in setting up the new office spaces when they became available, and in
performing so many other volunteer tasks associated with this office. He deserves our
heartfelt thanks.
Nancy will be missed! However, she has left knowing that she had accomplished a lot
during her tenure and is leaving with a job well done.
Nancy is now working in the private sector. Both she and John continue to live in
Hampstead and to be active in the Town. We wish them both the best.
2001 Town Officers
Representatives to the General Court
Vivian Clark
Ed M. Putnam II
Neil Reardon














ELECTED FOR SIX YEARS














ELECTED FOR THREE YEARS
Town Clerk-Tax Collector
Nancy H. Watson, resigned
























Nyberg & Purvis, Inc.
Building Inspector
Kristopher Emerson





Trustees of the Trust Funds
Julia Forbes
Constance Jezierski
Ed M. Putnam II
Trustees of the Cemeteries













































Cable TV Advisory Board Historic Commission
Clayton Shaw, Chrm 2003 Maurice 1. Randall, Jr., Chrm 2002
Anthony Leocha 2003 Maurice Worthen, Jr. 2004
Natalie Gallo 2002 Priscilla R. Lindquist, Treasurer 2003
Jack Baumhor 2002 Thomas Verrill 2004
Richard Gerry 2002 Carolyn Rockwell 2004
Fred Buck 2003 Joseph Guthrie, Ex-Officio 2002
William Blaine 2003
Capitol Needs Committee
J. Douglas Gootee, Chrm 2003 Joint Loss Management Committee
Brian Shuman 2003 Susan Hastings, Chrm 2002
Nan Graves 2004 Judith Crowley 2002
John Frazier 2002
Conservation Commission Priscilla Lindquist 2002
Alfred Maley, Chrm 2004 Steven Harms 2002
Peter Archibald 2002
Sarah E. Low 2003 149-M Sub District Committee
Joseph Nicolosi 2003 David Duston, Representative
Karen Hanides 2004
Kendra Stanley 2004 Ordway Park Friends
James E. Cairo, Alt. 2003 Julia Forbes 2002
Ed M. Putnam, II 2004
Dam Committee Virginia Clark 2002
Walter Hastings, Fire Chief Nancy Fulmore 2004
Joseph A. Beaudoin, Police Chief — Susan Kostandin 2004
Proctor Wentworth, Road Agent — Lori Offord 2002
Douglas Hauck Dawn Shaw 2003
Anda Tubalkain 2003






Walter Hastings, Chief, Engineer















2002 Richard H. Hartung
2004
2002 Personnel Policy,
2003 Wage & Salary Committee







W. Randall Clark, Chrm






















Terence Pavlini, Chrm 2003
Philip Torre 2003 Solid Waste/Rec
J. Stanley Lewis 2004 Patnck Bracken, Ch
Robert Keith 2003 Michael Auger
Debora Highfield 2003 David Crawford
Cathleen Drivas, Alternate 2004 David Duston
Robert Golden
Regional Planning Sally Gunn
William Wuest 2003 Paul Maag
















REGISTERED VOTERS OFFICIAL BALLOT
VOTES CAST ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION





A. To vote, complete the arrow(s) ^ ^ pointing to your choice(s), like this: •»—
B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for each office.
C. To vote for a person whiose name is not printed on the ballot, write ttie candidate's
name on the line provided and complete the arrow.
FOR SELECTMAN










ONE YEAR Vote for ONE
JOSEPH A. BEAUDOIN, JR.
(Wnte-in)
FOR HIGHWAY AGENT





























Article #2 Are you in favor of the adoption o( Amendment No.1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Hempstead Zoning Ordinance as follows: To re-
enact/extend until 2004 the Town's Sexually Oriented Business Ordinance (which
permits only the sale or rental of sexualty-explicit l300ks. magazines, videos, and
similar media [for viewing off premises] from certain commercial establishments who




Article #3 Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board tor the Town of Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows; To require yPS
all electrical installatrons used in conjunction with swimming pools to conform to the
latest edition of the National Electrical Code. NO
Artlclo #4 Are you in favor of the adoptkin of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board (or the Town of Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows: To re-enact
the eni.re Gravel Ordinance as proposed for 1999 (and passed) in order to correa a
scrivener's error in that the 1999 Warrant failed to include the second page as pro-
posed by the Planning Board. The Gravel (removal) Ordinance provides certain
standanJs and requirements for and limitation on a pennit to excavate sand and
gravel, eta and a procedure for applying for such permit are established (in addition
to the requirements of State law imposed on such excavations). The ordinance
would require a public hearing before the Planning Board to ensure a proper recla-
mation plan and provide for conditions of operation. If an approval from the Planning
Board is obtained, the applkant must also satisfy, at a joint public hearing with the
Planning Board, the Zoning Board of Adjustment that the operation will not diminish
surrounding property values, and no accelerated detenoratkjn of roads, no nui-
sances or public health or safety situatbns will be created. If the Zoning Board of
Adjustment grants a special exception for excavation (i) it can only be granted for
parcels located in the tour (4) commercial zones, (ii) if will require an annual permit
renewal from the Planning Board after a public heanng on previous compliance, and
(iii) the payment of a S50 permit fee each year.
Article #5 Are you in favor of the adoptkjn of Amendment No, 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend
the boundary description of the Mobile Home Zone located on the southeny side of
Emerson Avenue so as to make those boundary lines conform to the lot lines of own-




Article #S Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows: To include
an additional approximately fifteen (15) acres of land in the Mobile Home Zone, abut-
ting Chartes and Laura Ashfords' Granite Village off Kent Farm Road being Map 9,
Lot 125 anda portion of Map 10 Lot 14, Such land, if this article passes, is to be
sold by the town to said Ashford's. (See Warrant Article 16 below.)
Article #7 (By Petition) Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No, 6 as pro-
posed by Petition for the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance as follows: To rezone Tax
Map 6 Lot 19 oft Route 111 from being partially in the Residential A Zone and par-
tially in the Commercial C-2' Zone to being entirely within the Commercial C-2' Zone.
Recommended by the Planning Board.
YES
NO
Article #8 (By Petition) Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as pro-
posed by Petition for the Hampstead Zonsig Ordinance as follows: To delete the lim-
itation of (a) two (2) single-store. 750-square-foot- maximum accessory buildings in
Residential Zone A and (b) one (1) single-story, 600-square-foot-maximum accesso-
ry building in Residential Zone B, and replacing both provisions with a requirement
that only one (1) residential building win be permitted, but that an unlimited number
of accessory buiWings be allowed provided that the residential dwelling and acces-
sory buildings shall not cover more than thirty percent (30%) of the area of such lot.
Not recommended by the Planning Board.
YES
NO
Article #9 Shall the Town of Hampstead raise and appropriate as an operating budg-
et, not including appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations
voted sep?:rilely the amounts set fonrti on the budget posted with the wnnant or as
amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set (onh therein, totaling
$3,034,571.00? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be
$2,857,300,00, which is the same as last year, vflth certain adjuslmenls required by
previous action of the Town of Hampstead or by law; or the governing body may hold
one special meeting In accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue
of a revised operating budget only.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
YES
NO
























Article #11 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Five Thousand Dollars ($45,000) to put into
the Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of funding the second of three (3) installments as the town's share of the Installa-
tion of traffic lights at the intersection of Route 1 1 1 and East Road. The total cost is Four Hundred Thousand ($400,000), Two
Hundred Sixty Five Thousand ($265,000) to be paid by the State of New Hampshire.
This article is non-lapsing until December 31. 2002.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen




Article #12 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Thousand Dollars ($70,000) for the pur-
pose of hiring two (2) full-time firefighters.
This article shall be non-lapsing until March 15, 2002.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory Only)
YES
NO
Article #13 To see if the town will vote to modify the organization of the Hempstead Fire Department in accordance with RSA





Article #14 Yo see if the town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under ttie provisions of RSA 35A:1 for the pur-
pose of replacing Fire Department equipment and to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($75,000.00) to be placed in this fund.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 2002.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.




Article #15 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Sixty Five Thousand Dollars
($465,000.00) to complete the Library Building and authorize the withdrawal of One Hundred and Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars ($125,000.00) plus accumulated interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance of up
to Three Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars ($340,000.00) is to come from general taxation. (Majority vote required.)
This article is non-lapsing until December 2003.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory Only)
of the payment to the town of an amount of money equal to $2,667.00 per acre.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory Only)
YES
NO
Article #16 If Article 6 (Amendment #5) passes, to see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey to
Charles and Laura Ashford. or their designee, an approximate fifteen (15) acre portion of Tax Map 9, Parcel 125 and Tax Ivlap
YES
NO
Article #17 To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey to the Hampstead School District an approxi-
mate 9-acre portion of Tax Map 1 lot 42, free of conservation restrictions, in exchange for the conveyance by the Hampstead
School District of an approximate 18 total acre portion of Tax Map 1 lots 39 and 43 off Depot Road, subject to the Selectmen
receiving a title certificate or opinion that the land to be conveyed to the Town by the Hampstead School District has mar-
ketable title, and that the conveyance by the Town of said portion of Tax Map 1 Lot 42 does not violate any restriction or con-
dition whereby the town acquired said land.
YES
NO
Article #18 To see if the town will vote to accept Agawam Avenue as descntwd on plan # D 14945.
YES
NO
Article #19 To see if the town will vote to accept Bonnie's Way and Chelsarl Drive as described on plan # D24620. YES
NO
Article #20 (By Petition) To see if the town will vote to mandate that any increase In the number of supervisory personnel
employed by th^Town be specifically approved by a Special or Annual Town Meeting prior to implementation, and to prohib-
it changes in job descriptions of present personnel to by-pass this process.
YES
NO







Exemptions (Blind & Elderly)
Net Taxable Valuation







Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Sen/ice Credits







Schedule of Town Property
Town Office Land and Buidmgs $1,264,000
Town Land l,042.619Ac
LilMrary(new)
T/Ond and Anriiary jinip''n™*'TM>*>'^ } 6 406 291
Land and Buflding 938,700
LOmvy (<dd) Land and BuBdmg 195,500
CyVflfWMltwimi Land and Bufldii^ 261,000
Police Station Land and Bufldiis 274,500
Fife Station (Himtintead) Land and Boidjiig 582,800
Fire Station (East Haiiip«te«d) Land and Boflding 101,200
Town Garage Land and Bufldings 178,500
Paries and Plaj^pounds
Balfieid Complexeft
TrBfld <md A«I'"l«"*y improOTm#»nt* 464,800
Land and Auxiiaiy impiovcments 199,400
Schools Land and Glidings S 7^2.400
TOTAL $18,081,391
Arline Grant-Deputy Town Clerk, Patricia Curran-Town Clerk/Tax Collector,
Lisa Couture and Nancy Vitale
12










Protest Check Fees 275.001
Recycle Bins (Replacement) 216.00
Sales 3,233.00
Tire Disposal Coupons 502.00
,
TOTAL $1,459,922.76
TOWN CLERKyTAX COLLECTOR |
Auto Registration Notary Public
Boat Registration Recycle Bms
Dog Licensmg Tax Collector
Dredge & Fill Applications Tax Billing i
Election Administration Delinquent Notices
Absentee Ballots Lien Execution
Ballot Preparation Lien Releases
1
Filing for Town Offices Deed Execution
Town Meeting Minutes Town Beach Permits
Voter Registration Record Retention
Land Fill Permits UCC Filmgs
Marriage Licenses Vital Statistics Filing
I consider myself extremely fortunate to have been appointed to serve the residents of Hampstead as the
Town Clerk-Tax Collector upon the resignation of Nancy Watson. I want to thank the Selectmen for this
opportunity. Arline Grant has been appointed as Deputy Town Clerk-Tax Collector, and together with our
staff, Nancy Vitale and Lisa Couture we share the same determination and drive to learn as much as we can
to serve the town and its residents with the professionalism and experience they deserve. As we are fairly
new to our positions, we appreciate the patience of the residents while we complete our training.
These past few months, we have been busy training for and receiving our Municipal Certification with the
New Hampshire Department of Safety. We are on-line with the state registry and are ready to handle all of
your motor vehicle registration needs. We are currently waiting for an upgrade in our municipal software,
which will increase the efficiency of point of sale, dog licensing, etc.
We have spent a great deal of time answering questions, and listening to the concerns of the taxpayers due to
a significant increase in property taxes. I am proud of the way we handled each and every call, letter, or
visit over the counter with honesty and sincerity. I encourage anyone who has concerns, questions, or
opinions to please speak with us.
Arline, Nancy, Lisa and I look forward to the many challenges ahead. We have dedicated ourselves to work
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Tax Collector's Summary of Warrants - 2001
DEBIT 2001 2000
Uncollected as of 12/31/00
Property Tax 352,007.73




Land Use Change Tax 56,380.00
Yield Tax 571,26 631.85
Overpayments
Property Tax 48,437.30
Interest Collected 6,974.06 18,556.97
TOTAL DEBITS 13,962,189.62 371,196.55
CREDIT
Remitted to Treasurer
Property Tax 13,303,072.76 351,207.96
Land Use Change Tax 47,380.00
Yield Tax 571.26 631.85
Interest Collected 6,974.06 18,556.97
Deeded
Abatements Property Tax 4,054.00 799.77
Abatements Land Use Change Tax
Overpayments Property Tax 48,437.30
Uncollected as of 12/31/01
Property Tax 542,700.24
Land Use Change Tax 9,000.00
Yield Tax
TOTAL CREDITS 13,962,189.62 371,196.55
Prior
Summary of Tax Lien Accounts - 2001
DEBIT 2000 1999 Prior
Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/00 44,095.32 63,887.15
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town 106,609.57
Interest Collected after Lien 4,051.68 2,486.15 11,326.89
TOTAL DEBITS 110,661.25 46,581.47 75,214.04
CREDIT
Redemptions 61,161.56 10,814.69 19,883.27
Interest and Cost after lien 4,051.68 2,486.15 11,326.89
Abatements During Year
Liens Deeded
Unredeemed Taxes as of 12/31/0 45,448.01 33,280.63 44.003.88
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Town of Hampstead Income Statement
Year Ending December 31, 2001
Town Revenue Year to Date %
Highway Block Grant 167,313.99 1.0
Revenue Sharing - State 29,014.00 .2
Room & Meals Tax 216,977.75 1.3
2000 Property Tax 250,872.30 1.6
2000 Property Tax Interest 10,626.77 .1
2000 Property Tax Liens 62,511.99 .4
2000 Property Tax Lien Interest 4,355.42 .0
1997 Property Tax Liens 8,162.39 .1
1997 Property Tax Liens Interest 1,773.80 .0
1991-1996 Property Tax Lien 1,329.67 .0
2001 Property Tax 13,297,431.48 82.3
2001 Property Tax Interest 6,175.43 .0
1991-1996 Property Tax Lien Interest 5,3374.89 .0
1998 Property Tax Lien 10,426.59 .1
1998 Property Tax Lien interest 4,142.82 .0
Unallocated Funds 54,309.66 .3
1999 Property Tax Lien 10,814.69 .1
1999 Property Tax Lien Interest 2,486.15 .0
Yield Tax 1,203.11 .0




Current Use Interest 912.07 .0
Boat Tax 25,627.33 .2
Protest Fees 275.00 .0
Auto Permits 1,380,718.00 8.6
Dog Licenses 8,775.00 .1
Filing Fees 39.40 .0
Sales by Town clerk 3,233.00 .0
Marriage Licenses 2,347.00 .0
Town Clerk Fees 34,030.03 .2
Recycle Bin Replacement 216.00 .0
Tire Coupons 502.00 .0
Freon Coupon 720.00 .0
Gambling Permits 200.00 .0
Cemetery Trust Fund 3,100.00 .0
Land Purchase Fund 16,902.22 .1
Interest Inc. - Investments 132,936.71 .8
Revenue - Police 52,905.45 .3
Fire Department - Other 2,480.00 .0
Revenue - Road Agent 3,245.00 .0
Revenue - BDS. - Plan. & Adjust. 3,281.78 .0
Planning Board Fees 56,069.11.4 .4
Revenue - Cemetery 4,615.00 .0
Income - Recreation 16,438.75 .1
Insurance Rebates 16,294.62 .1
Revenue - Town Building 395.00 .0
Revenue - Town & Office 126,791.44 .8
Code Enforcement Revenue 67,699.50 .4
TOTAL TOWN REVENUE $16,153,434.43 100.0
Cash Outflow
Vouchers Paid $14,729,825.83 91.2
Gross Payroll 1,110,486.67 6.9
Return Items (74.00) .0
Service Charges 122.32 .0
Boat Tax Activity (139.00) .0
Interest - Bank Transfer 899.50 .0
TOTAL CASH OUTFLOW 15,841,121.32 98.1
NET CASH FLOW $ 312,313.11 1.9
20
Treasurer's Report Statement of Cash Flows
for the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2001
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
NET CASH INFLOW PER TOWN REVENUE STATEMENT $ 312,313.11
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
LOAN - FIRST MASS 600,000.00
LOAN PAYMENT - FIRST MASS (600, 000.00)
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH &
CASH EQUIVALENTS 312,313.11
CASH Sc CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING 4,344,187.32
CASH Sc CASH EQUIVALENTS, ENDING $ 4,656,500.43
Town Treasurer's Assets - Cash
CASH, FLEET BANK $ 12,114.4 6
N.H. PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVEST. POOL 10,678.86
FIRST MASS CONCENTRATION ACCOUNT 538,337.62
FIRST MASS TOWN CLERK ACCOUNT 5,576.00
FIRST MASS PAYROLL ACCOUNT 2,674.54
M/M CITIZENS 4,032.72
FIRST SAVINGS -GENERAL FUND (662,3 75.031
BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 3,000,854.79
FIRST MASS BOAT TAX ACCOUNT 121.63
FIRST SAVINGS - SWEEP ACCOUNT 1,559,822.45
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 101,059.19
FIRST MASS - OTHER REVENUE 1,359.25
FIRST SAVINGS-LAND PURCHASE 71,224.02
FIRST MASS -LAND PURCHASE 11,019.93
BALANCE 12-31-2001 . $ 4,656,500.43
21
Treasurer's Report







$ 2, 595. 50
868 .00
881.96












BEGINNING CASH BALANCE 1/1/2001






Town of Hampstead Bond Stattis Report - 2001
PROJECT NAME
GINGERBREAD LANE
CRANBERRY MEJ-iDOWS LTD PARTNERSHIP
CATHERINE ESTATES - KASHER CORPORATION
CRANBERRY MEADOWS PHASE II
PATRIOT DRIVE ] REDDY HOME BUILDERS
ANDOVER BANK





NORFOLK ST. BOND/STATIN 14.5-18.5
NORFOLK ST.
APPLETON LANE - EROSION CONTROL
GRA:<IITE VILLAGE III COMM . BANK








































Payment to School District
Balance of 2000-2001 appropriation
Appropriation: 2001-2002 $15,374,736.00

















Article #11 - East Rd. Light Cap Res.
Article #12 - Firefighters
Article #14 - Fire Department Cap. Res.
Total Special Articles











as submitted by Lori Offord








ENDING BALANCE: $ 1 1 ,646.24
Monument Fund
as submitted by H. Steadman
BEGINNING BALANCE 1/1/01 $1,474.94
INTEREST REC-D 2001 19.20
ENDING BALANCE 12/31/01 $ 1 ,494. 1
4
Hampstead Cable Television Account
Jack Baumhor, Treasurer











Historic District Commission Account
Prisdlla Lindquist, Treasurer
Balance of Account, January 1. 2001 $5,309.79
Income. 2001, for use of Meeting House 845.00
Interest 131.17
Balance of Account, December 31, 2001 6,285.96
25
Town of Hampstead
Report of Selectmen's Payments - 2001
A Safe Place






American Medical Response of Mass.











Atlantic Plow Blade Co.
Atlantic Turnkey Corporation
Atlas Advanced
Martin Auger Property Maintenance
Auto Electric Servicelnc
Avaya Inc.





Richard A. Beaudoin, Jr.
Beaudoin, Christopher
Craig Bennet Construction, Inc.
Bennett Landscaping
Bergeron Protective Clothing
Matthew Bender & Co., Inc.
BOCA





















Capital Cash Register Co

































































D. J. Casey Paper Co.Inc $256.73
Century Copier Specialists, Inc. $1,818.80
angular $1,942.37
Celeste's Flower Barn $60.00
Chase, Albert $840.00
Channing L. Bete Co., Inc. $214.00
Dale A. Childs $1,004.55
Carrie Chooljian $170.66
The Coach Company $3,875.00
Clark, Edward $253.00
Colony Foods, Inc. $155.70
COAF/Flnancial Services $3,153.00
Coast Maintenance Supply Co. $1,780.59
Compaq Financial Services $606.60
Community Caregivers $3,000.00
Compensation Funds of NH $3,584.58
Computer Professionals Assoaated,Ltd. $10,267.50
Concrete Work $2,175.00
Concord Hospital $270.00
Consolidated Plastics Co., Inc. $327.88
Conway Associates Inc. $5,211.72
CopyMax $262.50
Lisa M. Couture $137.40











Daniels EquipOment Co., Inc. $285.75
John Deere Credit, Inc. $14,622.44
Department of Agnculture, Markets& Food $3,109.00
Department of Safety-Business Office $60.00
Dept. of Safety: NH State Police $80.00
Dependable Const.CoInc. $3,990.00
Derry Fire Department $6,000.00
Derry News $158.11
Difeo Oil Co., Inc. $11,573.74
Dispatch Communications Corporation $1,669.80
Dodges Agway $256.22
Dodge's Farm & Garden, Inc. $970.70
Dodge Grain Co., Inc. $639.17
John Donahue $5,951.25
Don's Market Inc. $134.55
Donovan Equipment Co., Inc. $1,196.77
Drivas, Cathy $153.74
The Dry Cleaners $107.95
Dunn's Equipment $287.94
Duston Oil Company Inc. $16,759.50
East Coast Lumber $6,269.53
ECL Rentals $1,017.00
Edgefield Vetennar/ Hos. $5,635.22
Electnc Motor Servicecenter $500.00
Eliot Hospital New England EMs Institute $800.00
Emergency Educator's Group of NH $2,560.00
Emerson AvenueGreenhouses $36.20
Emerson, Knstopher $45.00
Employment Practices Group $33,873.11
The English Muffin $45.10
26
EVM Fire Apparatus $1,048.38
Exeter Hospital - EMS Education $100.00
Howard P. Fairfield Inc. $5,681.40
Family Mediation&Juv.Sen/ $14,410.60
First Mass Bank $90.00
Farenheit Inc. $882.00
Federal Licensing, Inc. $445.00
The Fire Barn $677.39




Fire Tech & Safety of New England $2,540.40
FirstMass $30.00




Floors of Distinction $3,399.60
Fleet Capital Leasing-Technology Finance $3,054.00
Fox Valley Systems $57.25
Alan Fratus $450.00
John Frazier $390.00
Freedom Tire Inc. $3,259.95
Freshwater Farms $1,884.65
Attorney Robert H. Fr/er $12,420.80
Future Supply Corp. $526.27
Galloway Trucking $532.48
Gall's Inc $832.00
Jim Gilmartin, Electrical Contractor $1,535.17
James D. Gootee $35.52
Granite State Analytical $60.00
Grant, Arline $127.91
Grappone Auto Junction, Inc $20,826.00
Greater Salem REgional Trans. Council $1,000.00
Greater Hampstead Civic Club, Inc. $200.00
Greenwood Fire Apparatus $4,439.15
Greenworld $367.85
Grinnell Fire Protection/NEFE $883.92
Grounds Care Unlimited, Inc. $760.00
Joseph Guthne $23.44
HMIS, Inc. $450.00
Hampstead Area Water Co., Inc. $135.76
Hampstead Center Market $7.98
Hampstead Garage $20.00
Hampstead House of Pizza $126.98
Hampstead Print & Copy $2,487.16
Hampstead Forest Products Corp. $8,365.00







Susan E. Hastings $468.17
Walter Hastings $237.37
Hastings Enterprises $695.00
Hatch Printing Co. $140.00
The Haverhill Gazette $789.17
R. C. Hazelton, Co., Inc. $372.61
Highfield, Debbie $256.85
H. A. Holt & Sons $310.10
H.O.P. Sales & Service $327.50
Al Hoyt & Sons, Inc. $520.00
Houston Builders $315.00
Dean Howard, Jr. $5,902.50
Ideacom $1,130.00
Information Management Corp. $1,050.00
Ingraham, Angela $170.12
International Institute of Municipal Clk $95.00
International Signal Inc. $1,602.00
Interstate Emergency Unit $600.00
Intertec Books $133.00
Interware Development $3,454.00
Jack's Towing Service & Auto Repair,Inc $116.95
Jack Watson Sports, Inc. $33.52
Jamma Realty Trust $8,800.00
Jammin Sportswear $195,00
Johnston, Jennifer $90.00
The Kieley Corporation, Inc. $2,592.00




L & D Safety Marking Corp. $2,621.00
LHS Associates Inc $8,475.56
Laidlaw Transit Inc. $1,256.60
Lancaster Construction Company $2,125.00
Land & Boundary Cons. $1,102.00
Larchmont Irrigation $200.00
Lamprey Health Care $1,800.00
Land Purchase Fund $16,902.22
James M. Lavelle $2,295.00
John Lapham $450.00
Lawrence Eagle Tribune $5,374.13
Lesure, Roy $121.38
Lewis Builders Inc. $2,215.00
Library Trustees $50,483.19
Priscilla R. Lindquist $249.25
Anita MacDonald $13.46
Maguire Equipment $10,950.00
Manchester Sand & Gravel $274.31
Maplewood Flonst LTD. $53.00
Manchester Sand & Gravel $270.59
Mark-All Industries Inc. $1,198.45
Charles C. Martin Assoc. $2,200.00
MB Tractor Equipment $7,974.62
M.C. Roofing Co., LLC $84.00
MCIWORLDCOM COMM SERVICE $27.57
McCarthy Cleaning Company $110.00
McCarthy Contracting, Inc. $25,595.01
McKinney Artesian Well & Supply $6,351.45
Medtronic Physio-Controi Corp. $901.85
Merrimack Business Equip. $600.00
McEachern, Bob $166.00
Metro Repeater Service $2,520.00
Mike's Landscaping, Inc. $4,014.00
Morton Salt $55,288.58
Robert S. Morns, Master Electrician $55.21
Gary Morrison $10.00
Mount Washington Hotel & Resort $331.92
Mosely Landscaping $12,395.00
Motorola $9,048.00
Moynihan Lumber of Plaistow $83.99
Virginia Murphy $5.17
National Fire & Rescue $20.00
Neenah Foundry Company $270.00
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Ne-San Inc. $25,954.25
New England Barricade Corp. $87.26
NE Association of City & Town Clerks $50.00
New England Micrographics, Inc. $525.00
New England Park Association $25.00
NFPA $3,189.37
NH Association of Assessing Officials $20.00
NH Association of Chiefs of Police $100.00
NH Assoc.of Conservation Commissions $291.00
NH Business Review $28.00
NH City & Town Clerk's Association $70.00
NH Correctional Industries $1,800.00
NHFPS $12.00
New Hampshire Dept of Env. Services $234.00
New Hampshire G.F.O.A. $135.00
NH Local Welfare Administrators Assoc. $30.00
N.H. Health Officers Assoc $10.00
NH Municipal Association $5,414.93
HealthTrust $124,895.95
NH Municipal Management $70.00
NHRPA $30.00
N.H. Retirement System $657.50
NH State Firemen's Assoc. $296.00
NH Tax Collector's Assoc. $75.00
Neptune Inc. $2,201.20
Nyberg, Purvis & Associates, LLC $31,980.00
Northern Marble & Granite Co. $321.00
Nortrax Equipment Company $1,380.84
Odds & Ends Painting $10,250.00
OneStar Long Distance, Inc. $2,808.18
Oriental Trading Co., Inc. $582.85
Panasonic Communications & Sys $594.00
Palmer Gas Co. $3,874.57
Path Lab, Inc. $75.00
Terence Pavlini $35.88
Paul Ouelette, DBA Paul's Tree Service $2,780.00
PC Aware $45.00
Pelletier Computer Systems LLC $1,553.00
PennWell Publishing Co. $133.00
Penney Fence $4,320.00
W. D. Perkins $192.50
Perry, Margaret $31.36
Pete's Sewer Service $720.00
Phil's Quality Clean $452.00
Phillips Automotive $2,748.90
Photo Stop Inc. $176.89





Plaistow Custom PC $100.00
Print Management Group $615.61
Poland Spnng Dist. $1,258.10
Thomas Poole $4,880.00
Postmaster $2,335.76
Power Products Inc. $972.00
Practioners Publishing Company $123.75
Pregnancy Care Center $600.00
Pnmex $4,500.57
Print Management Group $921.78
Protection One $259.08
P&T Leasing $115,761.00
Public Service Co. of NH $46,157.42
Ed M. Putnam II $126.48
RMS $398.55
R&R Communications, Inc. $17,964.57
R & R Safety of Maine, Inc. $6,727.75
RAK Industries $296.78
Ram Pnnting Inc. $8,806.88
Maurice Randall $128.29
Retired Senior Volunteer $700.00
David Reynolds $4,747.50
Riley's Sport Shop, Inc. $1,916.77
Donald M. Roberts Jr. $450.00
Robyn's Embroidery Nest $229.00
Rock. County Comm. Action $5,509.00
Rockingham County $1,927.44
Rockingham County Treasurer $858,289.00
Rockingham Planning Comm. $6,843.50
Rockingham VNA/Hospice $3,020.00
Ryan, Rosalind $24.00
Rydin Sign and Decal $1,064.25
SFC Engineering Partnership, Inc. $50,860.41
S&S Worldwide $758.95
Sage Software, Inc. $811.50
Salem Family Practice $160.00
Salem Irngation Company $400.00
Samson Fastener Co. Inc. $459.04
Sanborn's Enterprises $204.00
Sane! Auto Parts Co. $250.85
Schwaab $249.90
Seacoast Child Advocacy Centre $100.00
Seacoast Newspapers $647.42
Seacoast Vacuum Cleaner $39.54
Selectperson Institute $100.00
Senter Auto Supply Inc. $2,709.61
Shamrock Dry Cleaners $160.55
Sexual Assault Support $1,070.00
Shea Concrete Products $6,655.00
E. W. Sleeper Co. Inc. $1,262.33
Soule, Leslie Kidder, Sayward et al $6,932.11
Southeastern NH Hazardous $5,000.00
Sparkle Cleaning Service $1 1,600.00
Spectrowax Corporation $165.72
St's Seasonal Equip. Inc. $806.67
Walton St. John $4,240.00
Staples $4,323.36
State of NH - Dept. of Labor $100.00
StateLine Pet Supply $288.67
Stokinger, Deborah $38.59
Terr/ Sullivan $84.00
Hampstead School District $11,564,919.00
Stewart Ltd/Insurance Management $22,405.00
StoneHill Environmental, Inc. $10,722.09
Swenson Granite Works $367.00
Summit Signs $1,640.00
Sunrise Tree Service $300.00
Suspended Aquatic Mentor, Inc. $135.63
Tamarack Tree Semce $2,410.00
Taurus Landscape $315.00
Taylor Rental $168.25
Tennis Courts of New Hampshire $4,700.00




Traffic Safety & Signs $2,192.10
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Trans-Medic Transmission Clinic $199.95
Traynor Glass Company $376.21
Treasurer State of NH $40.00
Treasurer, State of NH $50.00
Treasurer, State of NH $682.35
Tn-State Fire Protection, Inc. $1,565.00
Trugreen-Manchester $8,221.00
Tri-State Stnping Inc. $1,555.00
Trustees of Trust Funds $120,000.00
USI New England $41,439.78
Union Leader Corporation $183.56
Union Pen Company $125.54
United Business Machines $2,618.26
United Divers Inc. $95.00
United States Postal Sen/ice $13,632.00
United Way $150.00
Exeter & Hampton $118.08




Vic Geary Drop In Center $4,025.00
Vitale, Nancy $99.44
Wakefield Materials $7,275.73
William K. Warnock $432.71
Waste Management of NH - Londonderry $396,553.83
Waste and Sewage Treatment Enterprises $340.00
G.A. Watson& Sons Inc. $348.23






West Group Payment Center $259.00
Westville Grand Rental $150.00
Harold I. Williams $6,056.42
Scott Wood $219.00
Steven E. Woodworth $2,217.50
Worthen Brothers Const. $7,060.00
Bruce Worthen $90.00
Youth's Safety Company $139.54
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Town of Hampstead Employee Payroll for 2001


































Clark Jr., Edward L.





























































Office of Town Clerk
Fire Fighters
Librarian






















































































Gerry Jr., Richard A.
Gilmartin Jr., James J.
















































































































































































































Town Meeting Clerks $37.50











Town Meeting Clerks $56.25
Fire Fighters $,693.38
ACQ - Assistants $,153.00





Office of Town Clerk $,435.01
Police $2,882.82
Police $3,008.25
Kent Farm Operations $,864.00
Library $29,136.00
Custodian - Gov. Bid $1,625.00
Fire Fighters $76.61
Office of Town Clerk $,380.00





Trustees Trust Funds $,600.00
Town Meeting Clerks $60.00
Cable Committee $1,530.00
Library $2,960.17



































Worthen Jr., Maurice G.
Worthen Jr., Maurice G.
Worthen, Marissa J.
Worthern, Terriann
Total Gross Wages Paid
Lifeguard















































Abatements and Refunds - 2001
John E. McGrath $18.00 Raymond Touchette
F & A. Machajewski $66.00 Kevin Underwood
Richard Baratt $85.00 John L. Grzesiak
Heidi Palena $101.25 Everett Jabour
Heather Harvey $700.00 Bnan Lee
HoustonAdam W. Houston $12.00 Window Auto Sales
Paul N. Lamalfa $84.00 Robert J. Wolfe, Jr.
Grover/Sylvester $242.69 Grace Ferland
John & Janet Thompson $13.26 Keith Johnston
Richard & Carol Emerson $532.29 Allen Jackson
Albert Apperti $310.50 Karl Schlicher
Betty Sawyer $102.14 Helen Coburn
Gregory Russell $279.86
Lyberta A. Young $36.50
William Sackett $8.50
Edward & Sheila Orybuer $102.98
Diane Gretzinger $14.00
Michael Piasecki $43.00
Kevin & Debra Helbig $1,745.00
Warranty Title $1,874.00
Bruce Long $190.00
John & Margaret Karakostas $129.01
John & Margaret Karakostas $138.29
ABN Mortgage Group $216.00
Allyson S. Tompson $2,206.00
Arthur & Gertrude Leiand $1,610.00
Frederick & Carol Lyon $2,666.00
Washington Mutual Home Loans $1,375.00
Joseph Lazzaro $1,644,00
Washington Mutual Home Loans $1,419.78
Mary Moore $1,380.00
Monica McCaffrey $998.00
Anthony & Barbara Felice $73.00
J Myers and P. Farren $2,899.00
Michael & Susan Flynn $207.00
Joan & Paul Ferronetti $141.00
Jane Bruno $259.00
Howard A^ Chandler $556.76
Thomas J. Loeffler $45.00
N. Pandelllena Construction $78.00
Lili Bao $43.50
Thomas J. Loeffler $41.00
R & E Houle $8875
Richard Pinder $55 92
Karl Tubalkain $15.50
Frederick & Gertrude Ladd $118.47
Chase Manhatten Mortgage $6,029.00
William & Elaine Burke $1,974.00
Jeffrey S. Meyers $4,036,00
















The State of Our Town
It is on the dawning of a new era in American history that I am presenting this
annual update to the citizens of Hampstead. No longer do Americans take domestic
peace for granted or speak of patriotism as something that happens around the Fourth of
July. The American way of life has been changed, maybe forever, and it is within the
context of change that I address all of you this day.
Over the last year, the Board of Selectmen has had the honor of working with
many great citizens, citizens groups, department heads and staff members in a
collaborative effort to affect positive changes around town. Allow me to outline some of
the improvements our citizens have experienced.
O The institution of an expanded Administrator's position, coupled with the appropriate
level of administrative support. The change is intended to enhance the level of
efficient operations out of the Selectmen's office.
^ We have seen the departure of a twelve year veteran in the Town Clerk/Tax
Collectors office. This placed the board in a position to appoint an interim Town
Clerk/Tax Collector, and re-align the office to ensure a seamless transition to a newly
elected official.
=> All town buildings proximate to the Town Hall, including the Old Meeting House,
have been connected to a new sewage system. This will end decades of system
failures and problems.
=> This summer, citizens will be able to enjoy a renovated Town Green. This area will
soon be adorned with a bandstand, capping off a commitment made by the 250''^
Committee, and adding a truly beautiful structure for the enjoyment of all.
•=> We have seen the continued development of the Ordway Park site in West
Hampstead. This area is an asset to all citizens, and is the result of countless hours of
dedicated service to the project.
=> Residents requiring assistance of the Fire or Police Departments will be pleased to
know that a grant writing campaign on behalf of both departments, resulted in
increases of service or new equipment with no immediate cost to our community. An
expanded Emergency Management program has also been instituted this year. We
will continue to explore grant writing opportunities relative to public safety whenever
possible. Also. Hampstead's public access cable network continues to improve. This
year cable has utilized thousands of dollars to repair or replace equipment to enhance
audio and video performance for both the town and school channels.
>=> Man\ residents were either afforded improved access to their homes as the town
upgraded all remaining dirt roads to paved streets or benefited from our aggressive
ongoing road restoration program. Efforts like these funded through local and federal
resources should allow all residents to remain confident that we are keeping our roads
safe for all.
=> The town agreed to a new Solid Waste contract enabling Hampstead to avoid
significant cost increases. This action coupled with continued aggressive financial
management has enabled this administration to continue the six-year trend of reduced
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town tax rates.
|=> Volunteer groups have worked diligently throughout the year. Some highly visible
enhancements include the addition of a 4"" field at Depot Road, as well as the
completion of the town tennis court/playground renovation.
^ We have also expanded our Senior Citizen programs adding new summer and winter
activities to our existing services. It is with immense pleasure that this Board of
Selectmen can continue to offer activities to our senior community.
This list is by no means all encompassing. There are many other programs,
projects, activities and volunteer efforts that took place over the last 12 months resulting
in direct benefit to all residents. It would be impossible for me to personally address all
those that worked diligently this year to make Hampstead a better place. However, to all
those volunteers, on behalf of the Board of Selectmen and the citizens of Hampstead "We
Thank You". I would also like to mention that the untimely passing of several dedicated
individuals, deeply saddens all those whose lives they've touched. Their counsel,
support, and service will truly be missed.
Let me end this report to all citizens by saying we are truly blessed to live in such a
beautiful community. We all share a common obligation, not only as citizens of
Hampstead, but as Americans. That obligation is to keep the memory of those souls that
gave their life in the September 1 1''^ attacks and those that continue to risk their lives in
the pursuit of our freedom or safety, alive. That obligation is to serve one another as we
would choose to be served. That obligation is to help those less fortunate than each of us.
whether here in Hampstead or any other place in the world. That obligation is to cherish
what we all share as members of one of the greatest countries in the history of the world,
our freedom!
I wish you all a safe and prosperous year,
God Bless America!
d-ha^-^
Howard A. Davine, Chairman
Hampstead Board of Selectmen
Hampstead Board of Selectmen
Joseph A. Guthrie, Howard A. Davine-Chairman, J. Douglas Gootee
Priscilla Lindquist-Administrative Assistant, Tina Harrington-Selectmen's Clerk
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Hampstead Public Library Report - 2001
"Libraries will get you through times of no money better than money will get you
through times of no libraries. "--Anne Herbert in The Whole Earth Catalog.
The people of Hampstead use the Library in great numbers. Over 31 ,000
patron visits were logged over the course of the year 2001 , and more than 50,000
items were checked out. With 7,700 people currently holding library cards, that was a
lot of activity. Of course, library use extends far beyond these numbers. Computer
usage continues to rise, both inside the Library building and through the Library home
page. Research materials, such as Encyclopedia Americana, New Book of Popular
Science, and Lands and Peoples are now available through the WEB site at
www.hampstead.lib.nh.us. The ProQuest periodical data base, which indexes 2400
magazines and newspapers with full text for 1500, can also be accessed. Word
processing and spreadsheet software are available on several computers inside the
Library. Library staff time is focused more and more on how to squeeze one more
item, one more computer or one more activity into an already overstuffed space.
Insufficient space has affected most of the activity at the Library this year. New
books are constantly added to the collection to provide current, accurate information
and leisure reading materials. Since the shelves are full already, some older items
have been placed in storage to make room for the new. There is an ongoing weeding
process which removes outdated and little used material. The Pleiness collection of
Civil War material was split, and two thirds placed in storage, to make room for newer
items. Items that have been placed in storage will be retrieved when asked for at the
desk.
Some general seating has been removed and placed in storage, to make space
for materials and computers. The walls of the Program Room are now lined with
tables, chairs, and other equipment that must remain close at hand.
The Program Room is used by both adults and children. In addition to our
recurring winter evening book discussion group, we have added an afternoon group,
which meets once a month year round. Children's story hours are held three times a
week. The CRA program, Discovery Depot meets twice a week. The popular
babysitter training program, conducted by Bonnie Beattie, has been expanded with a
follow-up CPR class. Summer was full for young people with programs organized
around the theme of "Octopi Your Mind". Each book read by a participant resulted in a
sea creature hung on a string of "sea weed" from the ceiling. By the end of the
summer the Children's Room was thick with strings of sea weed, covered with sea
creatures. All together, 818 people participated in 27 programs during the six weeks,
continuing everyone's enthusiasm for books and reading through the summer.
Volunteers continue to be an important part of the services provided by the
Library. Margaret Noonan, Maxine Stull, Howard Hamel, Mary Winchell and Dick
Turner have all given of their time and expertise to help us expand our services to the
public. Kathy Cussen, Martha Pond, and Mary Preble have presented programs which
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enlightened and inspired.
The Friends of the Library continue to be a mainstay in fund raising. They
provide promotional materials and special items for use in the Library. This year they
provided funds for pencils, magnets, and dies for the die cut machine. As in other
year's they funded the Summer Reading Program and the book discussion series
each year. Some money went into the Building Fund.
Other town organizations, Mothers Club, Garden Club, Civic Club and CRA also
contribute. Mothers Club provides half the cost of the Museum of Science pass and
funds to purchase picture books in honor of new babies. CRA provides the passes to
the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium and the Children's Museum of Portsmouth. Civic
Club provides funds for special programs during the summer and other school
vacations. The Garden Club keeps our flower borders beautiful and makes sure that
the Story Garden behind the Library is always ready to enjoy. It is used all summer for
both children's and adult programs, as well as by individuals just seeking a quiet place
to eat their lunch or sit and read or rest for a few minutes in a busy day.
Two articles have been placed on the Warrant for consideration by the Town
this year. Article 19 will provide $387,000 from current taxation and $125,000 from
Capital Reserve to finish the second floor of the building. If this article passes, the
building will be finished this year and the building project, which has been in progress
since 1984, will be completed.
Article 20 requests $125,000 to add to the Capital Reserve Fund, in case Article
19 fails. If this article passes and goes into effect, $125,000 will be added to the
Capital Resen>/e Fund toward the future completion of the building. Capital Reserve
funds can only be used at a latter date, after a second vote of the Town.
Please vote yes on both articles. Remember, if they both pass, only Article 19
will take effect. This is the right year to move forward and finish the Library. Please
stop in and see the plans. Trustees and staff are eager to share their vision of library




Chair, Board of Trustees
Judith L. Crowley
Director
Margaret Perry-Assistant Library Director, Judi Crowley-Hampstead Public
Library Director, Kathleen Hutchins-Children's Librarian
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Hampstead Public Library Report - 2001






TOWN APPROPRIATION $209.084 00
LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS 2000 $657.05







4550911 ** LIBRARIANS SALARY $38,056.00
4550912 ** ASS'T SALARY $56,190.27
4550913 ** CUSTODIAN SALARY $3,671.49
4550914 ** ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN SALARY $29,136 00
4550921 ** HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS $17,97589
4550922 ** SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS $7,867 60
4550923 ** RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS $3,164 06
4550924 ** UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION $63 35
4550925 *» WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION $38620
4550926 ** MEDICARE $1,762.97
4550932 ** LEGAL EXPENSE $000
























SUBTOTAL LIBRARY TRUSTEES $70,57844
TOTAL EXPENSES $229,179.25
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Report of the Building Department
Commercial construction increased during the year 2001 as the number of
residential permits issued declined. A total of 210 permits were granted to
property owners for projects that included a new larger post office building, a
60,000 square foot indoor sports facility and 16 single family homes.
Owen's Court, off Kent Farm Road, and Gigante Drive, continue to become
home to manufacturing buildings, storage facilities and cell towers.
Only two residential subdivisions are ongoing with homes under construction
on Victoria Lane and Houston's Way - a new subdivision in West Hampstead.
Three seasonal homes are being built for possible future conversion to year-
round occupancy.
Land added to Granite Village - an adult manufactured home community -
will result in an expansion of that park.
We have seen a trend towards large residential additions - many valued in the
$100,000 range. An increase in the number of sheds and sunrooms was also
evident.
Dawn Shaw and Trudy Towne cover the office's 36 hours each week to
process permit applications and schedule appointments for inspectors.
Kristopher Emerson inspects residential construction, assisted by Robert
Morache. Commercial inspections and plan reviews are by S.F.C. Engineering
Michael DiBartolomeo is part-time electrical inspector, assisted by Steven
Councilman and Anthony luele.
Michael Hartnett continues as part-time plumbing inspector. Assistant is
Winthrop Stubbs.
Burner and wood stove inspections are done by members of the Fire
Department .
Proctor Wentworth no longer heads the department but provides valuable
service and support as Code Enforcement Officer.
Paul Wentworth, who has faithfully met with residents and contractors to
review plans and sign applications Monday through Friday from noon to 1 p.m.,
has resigned as of April 1 , 2002 and looks forward to a well-deserved retirement
We will all miss his patience, expertise and sense of fair play. Best wishes to
Paul and Bonnie for sunny days in Florida.
Our inspectors are willing to make appointments to meet with anyone who is
not able to come to the office during regular hours.
42
Building Permits - 2001
Map/Lot Name Address Project Amount
10/37 Karl Schlichte
8/308 Ricci Hale/Ron Love
6/32 Gary Barnes & Sons
2/160 Mullett Custom Homes
8/1 1
1
Dean C Howard Const, Inc
9/228 Delridge Realty Corp
2/171 Houston Builders
7/28-1 Robert F Salter
14/77 Carmine Petrosino
4/69 Dale E/Cynthia V Anderson
17/299 Bojack Custom Homes
12/70 Daniel L Pascoe
6/108 Hampstead Self Storage
6/1 1 Wayne Barlow
1/60-1 Michael Wentworth
7/135 Anthony A Rosa, Jr
10/31 Lawrence Trahan
4/1,51 Frank/Helen Federowski
2/169 Houston Builders, Inc
4/30,44 Christopher A Hofmeister
4/15 James Troisi
7/89-1 Robert Winmill
3/98 Candace L Casey
6/19 Ail-Around Sports (Squid, Inc)
8/228 Malgon Development Corp
2/168 Houston Builders
30 Owen's Court comm. bidg. 110,000
5 Agawam Avenue new home 150,000
Mary Clark Dnve BIdg 4 comm. bIdg. 600,000
2 Sarah's Way new home 139,000
212 Main Street post office 550,000
Kent Farm Road new home 130,000
21 Houston Way new home 216,000
77 Stage Rd new home 125,000
10 Laura Lane new home 155,000
90 Governor's Island Rd seas, home 78,500
9 Victoria Lane new home 250,000
17 Duston Ridge Road seas, home 89,000
53 Gigante Drive comm. bIdg. 100,000
30 Gigante Dnve comm. bIdg. 500,000
700 Main Street new home 160,000
90 Hickory Road new home 280,000
315 Kent Farm Road comm. bIdg. 140,000
122-124 Mill Shore Road new home 250,000
25 Houston's Way new home 186,000
155-161 Mill Shore Dnve new home 150,000
182 Mill Shore Drive new home 243,500
95 East Road new home 165,000
Clow Lane new home 60,000
142 Route 111 comm. bIdg 1,000,717
24 Island Pond Rd seas, home 80,000
19 Houston Way new home 225,000
43
No. Map/Lot Name Address Project Amount
A1963 17/21 Marilyn Komulaimen 26 Cortland Road addition $14,000
A1964 4/68 Roger S. Wyner 96 Governor's Island Rd remodel 14,000
A1965 17/292 Jim Barnes 9 Craine Road pool 10,000
A1966 11/88 David Petty 17 ButtrickRoad addition 16,500
A1967 1 3/207 Timothy/Patricia Hall 52 Birchwood Drive shed 2,900
A1968 8A/32 Russell/Margaret Armstrong 26 Ells Street sunroom 17,811
A1969 17/269 Peter/Lisa Vallon 22 Merryfield Lane family room 65,000
A1970 9/17 Don/Candi Page 12 Duston Ridge Road alteration 25,000
A1971 16/74 Mike Quinn 16 Golden Meadow Rd remodel 41,000
A1972 19/148-5 Paul/Munel Jukins 3 Patriot Drive Unit 5 alteration 4,000
A1973 7/122-24 Regina Birdsell 24 Larson Drive alteration 6,000
A1974 14/79 M/M H. Notini 48 Laura Lane remodel 5,300
A1975 2/135 Dwayne/Elizabeth Godfrey 10 Tory Lane alteration 7,000
A1976 17/89 Hampstead Station 46 Emerson Avenue alteration 5,000
A1977 2/74 Lester F Houston 450 Main Street addition 80,000
A1978 20/40 Skip/Sherry Tortonello 2 Sean Drive porch 9,000
A1979 12/148 Diane Bedard 60 Bonnie's Way addition 110,000 1
A1980 17/99 Kathleen Devejian 272 Central Street remodel 9,000
A1981 6/107 Verizon Wireless Gigante Drive addition 60,000 ,
A1982 12A/67 Neil Emerson 24 Oak Hill Drive mobile home 45,000
A1983 12A/62 Frank/Phyllis Greenwood 2 Madison Drive alteration 6,800
A1984 12/13 Dale Blame 77 Bonnie's Way alteration 1,000
A1985 9/24 Charles W. Ashford 40 Freedom Hill Road garage 100,000
A1986 12A/23 Angelo Sarbanis 8 Oak Hill Dnve porch 3,800
A1987 17/89 Wayne Britton 416 Emerson Avenue shed 1,500
A1988 15/20 Edwin Duston 390 East Road remodel 10,000
A1989 19/79 Robert O'Hara 72 Pilgrim Circle pool 18,000
A1990 17/216 Joseph D'Apollo 39 Pentucket Drive pool 15,000
A1991 6/49 John Grimes 17 Kings Pond Road shed 1,000
A1992 1 3/207 Timothy Hall 52 Birchwood Drive shed 1,000
A1993 9/24-13 Ivan Gallant 37 Granite Village shed 1,299
A1994 20/2 Dana/Janice Brown 10 East Main Street new 5,000
A1995 2/18 William Johnston 21 Lexington Drive deck 4,800 1
A1996 2/20 Keith Johnston 468 Main Street shed 900
A1997 19/13 Emiel VanderSande 15 Checkerberry Road alteration 2,500
A1998 2/12 Ages & Stages 499 Main Street remodel 8,000
A1999 8/1 John/Susan Boutin 120 Main Street remodel 40,000
A2000 2/117 Mark Casey 85 Wheelwright Road pool 1,900
A2001 3/116 Tom Baker/Ronald Gagnon 30 Jack Rabbit Run addition 19,850
A2002 12A/147 John Torrisi 42 Parklane Road sunroom 6,500
A2003 16/73 Pam Scott 22 Golden Meadow Rd. shed 1,257
A2004 3/77 Richard Monteith 54 Holiday Lane remodel 10,500
A2005 19/71 Robert/Susan Dernckson 90 Harper Ridge Road pool 23,000
A2006 13/156 Paul/Martha Dorsey 100 Faith Drive pool 3,500 i
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A2058 8A/44 Kim Ramsay 42 Ells Road pool 11,000
A2059 19/98 Tim/DeAnn Cunningham 71 Checkerberry Road pool 3,750
A2060 16/109 Kevin Sullivan 11 Nelson Avenue addition 35,000
A2061 19/23 Jean N Morin 143 Hunt Road demolition
A2062 2/95 Robert F Quartarone 14 Page Lane shed 2,600
A2063 8/106-2 Jeff Hawkes 10 Agawam Avenue pool 4,695
A2064 7/4 Barry/Heidi Paleno 92 West Road pool 18,000
A2065 17/72 Ernest/D Patterson 24 Moulton Street addition 29,780
A2066 1/84 Larry/lnexie Arlen 31 Sawyer Road remodel 30,196
A2067 13/33 Lester Ellegood 276 East Road addition 100,000
A2068 19/148 Bartlett Brook Condo. Patriot Drive mail box enc. 400
A2069 11/86 Ralph Venhaus 5 Buttnck Road garage 20,000
A2070 9/222 Lester Kuhl 5 Hastings Drive alteration 250
A2071 1/55&58 Virginia E. Clark 623 Main Street alteration 5,000
A2072 11/288 Terry Sullivan 15 Proctor Drive pool 20,000
A2073 17/67 Darryl Siegvi/alt 31 Merryfield Lane addition 50,000
A2074 1 7/236 Paul Daniel 43 Munroe Drive addition 19,000
A2075 15/2 Josh/Donna Judge 2 Maple Avenue shed 1,950
A2076 9/4 David/Debra Dufresne 84 Kent Farm Road remodel 6,000
A2077 4/15 James Troisi 182 Mill Shore Dnve demolition
A2078 14/40 Stephen Couture 1 1 Fieldstone Drive addition 40,000
A2079 8A/74 Albert O'Connor 8 Wakefield Dnve addition 10,984
A2080 10/19 Jane L. Millar 180 Wheelwright Road remodel 26,000
A2081 3/103 Mattheviz/Kelly Weston 17 Blueberry Circle remodel 6,000
A2082 9/81 Angela Boda 210 Kent Farm Road pool 2,099
A2083 15/24 John Wiltshire 1 Jorgensen Lane addition 3,500
A2084 13/181 Bruce Leighton 36 Pheasant Lane addition 15,000
A2085 13/178 Hampstead Academy 320 East Street addition 75.000
A2086 11/268 Ken Corliss 25 Baywood Drive shed 1,100
A2087 12/94 Lawrence S. Lavoie 360 Emerson Avenue addition 110,000
A2088 18/148 Joyce Woodman 23 Webber Road addition 65,000
A2089 8/139 William/Gail Hennessey 19 Sunset Avenue alteration 2,000
A2090 14/43 Peter Currier 355 East Road shed 2,400
A2091 11/3 Robert J. Porter 35 Sawyer Road shed 2,200
A2092 19/71 Robert/Susan Derrickson 90 Harper Ridge Road shed 1,200
A2093 13/123 Thunderline Z 1 1 Hazel Dnve addition 3,700
A2094 8/297 Jane Conradsen 31 St. John Lane alteration 5,000
A2095 17/80 Jay McGillicuddy 156 Central Street addition 3,000
A2096 12/114 Stephen Landry 21 Duston Ridge Road shed 1,000
A2097 2/7 Russell Bergeron 522 Main Street addition 15,000
A2098 8B/31 Heidi Paleno/Roland Cambra 30 Abbie Lane deck 500
A2099 17/114 Sandra Kolegue-Spalans 16 Starwood Dnve deck 1,000
A2100 12A/67 Alice R. Simone 24 Oak Hill Drive shed 1,400
A2101 2/30 Jeremiah Kearns & N Lange 556 Main Street pool 20,394
A2102 10/37 Richard Shaw 30 Owens Court addition 6,500
A2103 7/20 Barbara/George Havey III 5 Stage Road deck 1,200
A2104 1/37 Hampstead Recreation 185 Depot Road shed 1,000
A2105 11/78 Virginia S. Green 30 Sawyer Road shed 2,200
A2106 9/24-67 Kenneth/Phyllis Poitras 10 Charleston Ridge Rd porch 9,600









10/37-3 American Canvas Co.
18/97 David Potvin
12/134 Nancy Parnigoni





1 1 /1 40 Karen Thomas
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13/210 Gary Rogers





9/24-78 H. Haynes & E Fernandez
5/14 Davis R. O'Bnen
9/222 Lester Kuhl
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Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Hampstead, New
Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2000, and have issued our report there on dated
May 23, 2001.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. ]n fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general puipose financial statements m accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control
structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any
evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and
procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Hampstead, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 2000, we obtained an understanding of the
internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control
structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the
American histitute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a reportable condition in
which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to
a relatively low level the risk that errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to
the general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely
period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters
involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as
defined above.
However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that
we have reported to the management of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire in a separate letter
dated May 23, 2001
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen.
However, this report is a matter of public record, and its distiibution is not limited.
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Report to the Town of Hampstead
Hampstead Capital Needs Committee - 2001
Duiing the past few months, the Capital Needs Committee (HCNC) has been working with
representatives from each Town committee, commission and department to bring you the attached
Capital Forecast for the next frve years— through 2007. We want to thank all of the
representatives of the various departments, committees and commissioas for the efforts they made
to carefully consider their capital needs and prepare information to enable the HCNC to bring the
combined needs to you, the residents of Hampstead, for your consideration. The various
committees' participation in this process is an indication that the department heads want you to be
better infonned.
The information pro\ided in this report is not "cast in concrete". Instead, it is an unfmished work
that is being molded and shaped continuoush'. This report shows the current ''best guess" as to
when each of the forecasted items will be brouglit to the Town for consideration as a part of the
operating budget, a Warrant ^Article or other Town Meeting action.
Included with this report are two pie charts that show the total expenditures for each department.
Each segment of the pie represents the total capital forecast (for 2002 - 2007) or approved by the
voters and spent (for 1997 - 2001). The year-by-year break down of capital is shown in graphs
included in the detailed report books as mentioned at the end of this letter.
The HCNC appreciates the cooperation each department has contributed in making this report
possible. Without their assistance and participation in this process, we would not be able to
provide this planning document for the town.
As in the past, copies of the entire Hampstead Capital Improvements Plan (all of the individual
backup planning forms and plans) will be available for your review at the Library, Selectmen's
Office, The Town Clerk's Office, the Planning Board and the Budget Committee offices. Ifyou
have any questions, please contact one of the HCNC members.
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2002 - 2007 Capital Improvement Program Requests
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM FINANCE 2002 2003 2004 2005 2000 2007 TOTAL
METHOD PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
MO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
ROAD IMPROVEMEMTS (2002:$10.0) OF $10 $10
CONSERVATION
NO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0
FIREmESCUE
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT (200S:M«1.0) CRF $75 $300 $300 $175 $175 $175 $1,200
CENTRAL STATION ADDITION (2006:$2SO.O) CRF $100 $100 $100 $300
LIBRARY
FINISH 2ND FLOOR (2002:$466.0) CRF $387 $387
POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE CRUISER(S) OF $30 $22 $44 $22 $22 $44 $184
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
REPAIR MEMORIAL GYM FLOOR (2003: $35.0) OF $35 $35
ROAD AGENT
SALT DOME (2002: $120.0) WA $100 $100
REPLACE DUMP TRUCK (2002: $3S.O) OF $35 $35
REPLACEMENT SANDER (2003:$1S.O) OF $15 $15 $30
SCHOOL BOARD
HMS ADDITION BOND (1996-2004:$2,632.2) GOB $232 $222 $211 $665
HSD - NEW FACILITY (2003-2014:$8,300.0) GOB $230 $879 $843 $810 $777 $3,538
HMS INTERCOM SYSTEM (2002:$20.0) OF $20 $20
HCS TELEPHONE SYSTEM (2002:$38.5) OF $39 $39
HMS CONSTRUCT SOCCER FIELD (2002:$50.0) OF $50 $50
HSD MAINTENANCE VEHICLE (2a02:$30.0) OF $30 $30
HCS CLASSROOM CARPETS (2002-2003:$30.0) OF $15 $15 $15
HCS INTERKIR PAINTING (2003:»3S.O) OF $35 $35
HCS RENOVATE TEACHER'S ROOM (2a03):$10.0) OF $10 $10
HMS RENOVATE HOME-EC ROOM - ADA (2003:$36.0) OF $35 $35
HSD REWIRE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS |2003:$1S.O) OF $15 $15
HMS REPLACE CAFETERIA DIVIDER (2004:$20.0) OF $20 $20
HMS REPLACE GYM BLEACHERS (2004:S75.0) OF $75 $75
HCS BASKETBALL BACKBOARDS (200S:$2.5) OF $3 $3
HMS WELUFIELD SPRINKLER SYS (2006:$60.0) OF $50 $50
HCS REBUILD RETAINING WALL (2O0S:$20.0) OF $20 $20
HCS RENOVATE LOBBY RESTROOMS (2006:$20.0) OF $20 $20
HCS REPLACE EAST WING SHADES (2005:$16.0) OF $15 $15
HMS RENOVATE GIRLS RESTT«X}M (2005:$2a.O) OF $20 $20
HCS REPLACE DOOR LOCKS (2006:M.O) OF $4 $4
HCS DOOR REPLACEMENT - MAIN ENTRANCE (2006:$7.6) OF $8 $8
HCS DOOR REPLACEMENT - SOUTH WING (2006:$10.0) OF $10 $10
HMS ROOF REPLACEMENT (2006:$75.0) OF $75 $75
HMS CAFETERIA VENTILATION SYS (2007:$40.0) OF $40 $40
HMS HEATING PUMP PLANT REPL (2007:$1S.O) OF $15 $15
HMS KITCHEN VENTILATION SYS (2007:$36.0) OF $35 $35
SELECTMEN
ORDWAY PARK IMPROVEMENTS (2001-2:$20.0) OF $10 $10
PURCHASE 16 ACRES ON MAIN STREET (2002:$4O0.0) WA $400 $400
TRAFFIC UGHT FOR EAST ROAD AT 111 (2002:$135.0) CRF $45 $45
PRESERVATION OF RECORDS (2003-*:$72.0) CRF $40 $40 $80
INSTALL ELEVATOR - TOWN OFFICE BLDG (2004:$60.0) CRF $20 $20 $20 $60
SOUD WASTE
NO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0
TOTAL CAPITAL NEEDS $1,493 $1,069 $1,704 $1,287 $1,123 $1,086 $7,736
INDEX 1 4.70%1 -2.14% 325% -2 03%j -0 82% -0 19%






OF = OPER/ (General Opei'ating Budget)
WA = WARFiANT ARTICLE
1 1 1
INDEX: ASSUMING ALL DEPARTMENT BUDGETS REMAIN CONSTANT •
THIS IS THE EFFECT OF THE CAPITAL NEEDS ON THE OVERALL TOWN BUDGET
1 1
NOTE: ALL DOLLARS ARE IN THOUSANDS
1
1
HCNC 02/09/2002 2002cpln.xte - 2002 Future
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1997 - 2001 Capital Improvement Program Requests
DEPARTMENTfPROGIUM FINANCE 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 TOTAL
METHOD ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
NO CAPITAL EXPENDTTURES $0
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
FENCE $6 $6
LAND PURCHASE OF/CRF $25 $25 $25 $75
C0WSERVAT70W
CONSERVATION FUND CRF $15 $12 $12 $39
FIRE/ISSCUE
WATER SUPPLY VEHICLE (1998) CRF $220 $220
E. HAMPSTEAD FIRE STATION OF $30 $30
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT (2005) CRF $75 $75
UBRARY
FINISH 2ND FLOOR CRF $100 $100
POUCeDEPARTMENT
POLICE CRUtSER(S) OF $19 $19 $21 $21 $22 $102
ADOiTiONAL SPACE OF $25 $25
DIGfTAL RADK>S (2003) OF $30 $30
RECREAVON DB'ARTMENT
REPAIR MEMORIAL GYM ROOF OF $11 $11
DEPOT ROAD FIELD COMPLEX OF $100 $100 $200
FOOTBALL FIELD AT DEPOT RD OF $10 $10
ROADAGENT
SANDERS WA $10 $12 $22
PAVING & RECONSTRUCTION OF $50 $50
WASTE OIL FURNACE WA $7 $7
SatOOLBOAfO)
HCS ADDITION BOND (1997) GOB $311 $311
HCS BUILDING RENOVATIONS OF $70 $70
MIDDLE SCHOOL ADDITION PH 2 GOB $290 $279 $269 $259 $248 $1,345
HSD LAND PURCHASE FOR NEW SCHOOL WA $475 $475
HMS FIELD RECONSTRUCTXJN OF $15 $17 $32
HMS GYM VENTILATION OF $20 $20
HCS RENOVATE SPACE/HMS ADA RSTRM OF $20 $20
HMS DIESEL FUEL TANK OF $10 $10
HMS RENOVATE ROOMS 110 and 111 OF $20 $20
HMS REMOVEmEPLACE FLOORING OF $54 $54
HCS LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS OF $5 $5 $10
HCS PAVEMENT REPAIR OF $10 $10
HCS ASBESTOS PROJECT OF $21 $21
HMS PARKING LOT REPAIR OF $50 $50
HMS REMOVBREPLACE CEIUNG TILES OF $6 $6
HMS PARKING LOT LIGHTS OF $15 $15
HMS REPLACE WALL LOCKERS OF $20 $20
HMS RENOVATE MAIN BOY'S RESTROOM OF $20 $20
HMS UGHTING IMPROVEMENTS OF $5 $5
HCS RENOVATE NURSE'S OFFICE OF $25 $25
HCS REPLACE BLACKBOARDS OF $16 $16
HCS PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT OF $30 $30
HCS UBRARY AIR CONOmONING OF $20 $20
HMS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT OF $25 $25
SELECTMBI
RESTORE OLD MEETING HOUSE OF $25 $25
ORDWAY PARK IMPROVEMENTS OF $20 $10 $30
TOWN GARAGE WASTE OIL FURNACE OF $7 $7
RENOVATE OLD UBRARY OF $13 $13
TRAFFIC UGHT (EAST RD) CRF $45 $45 $90
RENNOVATE FIELD AT TOWN OFFICES OF $20 $20
TOWN OFFICES SEPTIC REPLACEMENT OF $50 $50
TOTAL TAX IMPACT $996 $558 $672 $583 $1,058 $3,867
FINANCE METHOD: GOB = GENERAL OBUGATION BONDS
CRF = CAPITAL RESERVE FUND |
OF - OPERATING FUNDS (Genefal Budget Item or Separate Wairant Article)
NOTE: ALL FIGURES ARE IN THOUSANDS
"Actuar indicates dollars approved by the voters - NOT the actual amount spent.
t 1 ! ! 1
HCNC 02A59/2002
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REVISED 2000
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: HAIIPSTEAD
Appropriations ana Estimates of Revenue for tne Ensiiin^ Year January 1, 200 2 to December 31, 2002
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 appucame to all municipalities.
1. Use tkis form to list tne entire tua^et in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
Tkis means tlie operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must he posted.
2. Hold at least one puLlic hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the tudget must he posted with the warrant. Another copy must he
placed on file with the town clerh, and a copy sent to the Department or Revenue Administration
at the ahove address.
This is to certify that this hudget was posted with the warrant on the (date) ^ ^ '
GOVRRMNG BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink. /^ / "*
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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JL
I
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
!
I
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY |
|Acct.# (RSA 32:3,V) ART# Approved by DBA Prior Year (RECCa-ihfflNDED) {NOT recommended) !
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4130-4139 Executive _im no A nn 164.468.21 154.975.00
4140-4149 Election, Req.S Vital Statistics 112,935.00 107,735.98 125,280.00
41S0-41S1 Financial Adjninistration 43.445.00 43,500.09 45,180.00
4152 Revaluation of Propertv 41.500.00 39,711.24 43,180.00
4153 Legal Exoensa 8.500.00 5,049.80 8,000.00
41S5-41S9 Personnel Administration 116,000.00 143,261.35 213,400.00
4191-4193 Planning S Zoning 174,205.00 184,813.17 177,005.00
4194 General Government Buildings 242,250.00 259,422.13 200,140.00
4195 Cemeteries 24,155.00 20,984.31 26,215.00
4196 Insurance 75,000.00 70,594.60 86,000.00
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 6,636.00 6,636.00 7,052.90
4199 Other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4210-4214 Police • 477.530. nn 479.148.33 487.380.00
4215-4219 Ambulance ?5.nnn.nn 25.000.00 30.000.00
4220-4229 Fire 197.600.00 200.242.38 360.070.00
4240-4249 Building Insnection
4290-4298 Emergency Management 10.975.00
4299 Other (Including Communications)
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309 Airport ©Derations
HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4311 Administration
4312 Highways S Streets 564,500.00 641,986.43 682,880.00
4313 Bridges
431S Street Lighting 30,000.00 22,709.49 25,000.00
4319 Other
SANITATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4321 Admini atration
4323 Solid Waste Collection 4n7.8a9.no 419.619.5? 414.221.00
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-ur>
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Appropriations Actual
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures
AcctJ (RSA 32:3,V) ART.# Approved by DRA Prior Year
APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)!
SANITATION cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
432S-4329 Sewage Coll. S Disposal S Other '
1
WATER DISTRIBUTION <& TREATMENT XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administration
4332 Water Services
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conserv.S Other
• ELECrWC XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation
4353 Purchase Costs
4354 Electric Eciuipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration
4414 Pest Control 18.313.00 19,296.68 19,018.00
4415-4419 Health Aaencies S Hosp. S Other 41,585.00 35,634.60 37,428.00
WELFARE xxxxxxxxx- xxxxxxxxx cxx xxxxxxxxx
































CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612
4619
Admin. S Purch. of Nat. Resources
Other Conservation
^fiii-4632 REDEVELOPMKT (& HOUSING
4fi-;i-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
4,700.00 1,415.21 4,700.00
DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4721
4723
Princ- Long Term Bonds £ Kotas
Intarast-Lonq Term Bonds t Notes
Int. on Taae Anticipation Notes
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Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As
Acct.# (RSA 32:3.V) ART.# Approved by DRA
Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS]
Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY '
Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDEDl
DEBT SERVICE cont.
4790-4799 Other Debt Service
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land 16 qn? 9? 16,902.22
4902 Machinerv, Vehicles S Eouioment
-
4903 BuildincTS
4909 ImDrovements Other Than Bldas
.
70,000.00 37,423.95
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Soecial Revenue Fxind
4913 To Caoital Proiects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 120,000.00 120,000.00
4916 To Exp.Tr .Fund-except #4917
4917 To Health Maint. Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919 To Aqencv Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 3,241,473.22 3,363,657.55 3,506,647.00
If you hava a lina item of appropriations from mora than ona warrant article, please usa the space below to identify the
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"SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES"
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32: 3, VI, as appropriations 1} in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3} appropriation to a separate fund created pursucint to law, such as capital reserve funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
[irticlQ.
1 o ^ 4 R ^ 7
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acct# (RSA32:3,V> ART.# Approved bv DRA Prior Year fRECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
Capital Res. -East Rd 15 45.000.00 45.000.00 45.000.00
Land Purchase 16 ^qq.000.00
Salt Shed 17 100.000.00
Fire Dept. Cap. Res. 18 7S.000.00 75,000.00 75_oon.no
Librarv IP 5i?,oon,on
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 1,131,000.00 xxxxxxxxx
•INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Cndividual" warrant articles ara not nocaasarily the same as "special warrant articles" . Individual warrant articles
[night ba negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature you wish to address individually.
1 o -^ 4 ^ fi 7
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acct# (RSA32:3.V) ART.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
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TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3120 Land Use Change Taxes 55,000.00 47,380.00 50,000.00
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Timber Taxes 1,200.00 1,203.11 1.200.0.0
3186 Pavment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes Boat Tax 24.000.00 25-627.33 25.oon.nn
3190 Interest fi Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 60.000.00 35.849.47 40.nnn.no
Inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu yd)
3188 Excavation Activity Tax
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 35. 000. no ?q.740.5n 30.nnn.nn
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 1,300,000.00 1,380,718.00 1,350,000.00
3230 Building Permits 35,000.00 37,959.00 35,000.00
3290 Other Licenses, Permits fi Fees 35,000.00 11,361.40 12,000.00
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Revenues 37,103.00 29,014.00 30,000.00
3352 Meals S Rooms Tax Distribution 178,275.00 216,977.75 200,000.00
3353 Highway Block Grant 138.763.00 167,313.99 143,144.01
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Housing & Community Development
3356 State fi Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Includirlg Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401-3406 Income from Departments 150,000.00 242,516.15 200,000.00
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 16 40,000.00 40,000.00
3502 Interest on Investments 150.000.00 132.936.71 60.000.00
3503-3509 Other 7,000.00
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INIfERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Soecial Ravenua Funds
3913 From Capital Proiacta Funds





391S From Capital Reserve Funds 125,000.00
391S From Trust S Aaency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Lona Term Bonds S Notes
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund BalancQ ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 2.246,341.00 2,3?8,5?7.41 2,^1.344.01
•BUDGET SUMMARY"
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4)
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warramt Articles Recommended (from page 5)
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues 6 Credits (from above, column 6)







2001 TOWN WARRANT - TOWN OF HAMPSTEAD, NH
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County of Rockingham in said State, qualified
to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Middle School in said Hampstead on the
following date's and hours for two (2 ) SEPARATE SESSIONS.
FIRST SESSION - Friday, February 8, 2002 (Deliberative Session)
At seven o'clock (7:00) in the evening, for the purposes of explanation, discussion, and debate of all
of the following proposed Warrant Articles:
[NOTE: ALL WARRANT ARTICLES, including the proposed Budget, but excluding
those relating to the election ofTown Officers and proposed Zoning Amendments, may be
amended at this First Session AND ONLY AT THIS FIRST SESSION.
1
SECOND SESSION - Tuesday, March 12, 2002 (Voting)
At eight o'clock (8:00) in the AM to elect all Town Officers, by Official Ballot, to vote on
questions required by law to be inserted on the Official Ballot, and to vote on all Warrant Articles
AS AMENDED AT THE FIRST SESSION.
[NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO EXPLANATION, DISCUSSION, OR DEBATE OF ANY
WARRANT ARTICLE AT THE SECOND SESSION, AND NO ARTICLE MAY BE
AMENDED. All voting will be by secret, written Official Ballot only. The polls will remain open
12 hours between the hours of eight o'clock (8:00) in the AM and eight o'clock (8:00) in the PM.]
'Warrant Articles:
1. TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR ENSUING.
2. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AMEND THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AS FOLLOWS:
Amendment #1
1. Amend 1-4-0 ii Definitions Access by deleting the statutory reference
674.41 (c) and replacing it with 674.41:
and ADDING the following to read:
The State Department of Transportation or the Hampstead
Planning Board may require alternative access for reasons of public
safety, health or environmental protection. This still requires
compliance with the provisions of RSA 674.41."
3. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AMEND THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AS FOLLOWS:
Amendment #2
Amend RECREATIONAL ZONE B, 111-3:5 STRUCTURE / DWELLING
REGULATIONS, B. HEIGHT:
Delete the word "building" and replace with "structure"
and ADD:
"Also, the maximum structure height in Zone B shall not exceed 35
feet at any point measured from finished grade to the highest roof
peak nor shall it exceed 24 feet measured from the first floor level
to the highest roof peak."
4. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AMEND THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AS FOLLOWS:
Amendment #3
Amend Article 1-2, GENERAL PROVISIONS, 1-2:1, PRE-EXISTING USE
The new second sentence to read:
"However, this ordinance shall apply to any addition or
alteration of a structure for a purpose or in a manner substantially
different from the use to which it was put before the alteration."
5. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AMEND THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AS FOLLOWS:
Amendment #4
Amend Article IV-3, SWIMMING POOL ORDINANCE, IV-3:0, PURPOSE by
deleting the word "private" to read:
"The following regulations shall govern the construction, use and
maintenance of all-swimming pools in the Town of Hampstead".
6. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AMEND THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AS FOLLOWS:
Amendment #5
Amend IV-3:1, DEFINITIONS to read:
"For the purpose of this Ordinance, a swimming pool will be defined as
any pool of water at least 18 inches deep, andVor 125 square feet in area
and will be considered as a structure".
7. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AMEND THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING
ORDINANCE AS PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AS FOLLOWS:
Amendment #6
Amend Article 1-3:4 (b) to read "a civil penalty not to exceed S275.00
for each day....




Amend Anicle III (Zone C3 Commercial), Section III-l: 6A so as to include Tax Map 10 Lot
6 in its entiret\'.
Recommended by the Planning Board.




Amend Article IV (Home Occupation Regulation) Article IV-6: 5, by adding a new paragraph
D as follows:
D. Residential Zone A
1. No signs or advertising display signs shall be permitted for the home occupation. The
provisions of IV-4 do not apply.
2. The street address of a home occupation in Residential Zone A shall not be advertised to
the public in any commercial telephone director,', listing, newspaper, Internet, radio or
television service.
3. The occupation shall be carried on by the resident-owners or tenants, with the owner's
permission, and employ no others.
Not recommended by the Planning Board.




"That the current zoning ordinance: III 3:4-D under Recreational Zone B Setbacks, and
III 2:4-D under Residential Setbacks be clarified and revised to read as follows:
"EXCEPTION-: Temporary Structures 200 square feet or less, which meet BOCA Code
# 1806.1 may be permitted within the side and rear boundary lines, requiring no buffer
setbacks.
Temporary Structures which meet BOCA Code #1806.1 shall remain setback thirty (30')
feet from the front boundary line, to allow for State/Town right-of-ways and snow
plowing and removal.
"
Not recommended by the Planning Board.




To require the development of commercial sites and/or commercially zoned property
when they abut residential property to adhere as follows:
That: the said commercial property have a fifty (50) foot landscaped buffer zone,
beginning on the boundary line of the site under development and said residential abutter.
That: the buffer (around the perimeter) be a planted screen of shrubbery and trees not less
than six feet in height at the time of planting.
That; the screen shall be at least 15 ft width and shall be maintained suitably by the
owner.
That: in order to maintain a dense screen year round, at least 50 (50) percent of the
plantings shall consist of evergreens. Existing natural growth may be considered as part
of the screen.
That no parking spaces be located within any part of that buffer zone.
That: only an access road, where required and approved, may encroach upon said buffer.
Not recommended by the Planning Board.
12. OPERATING BUDGET
Shall the Town of Hampstead raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $3,506,647.00? Should this article be defeated, the operating
budget shall be $3,249,601.00, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the Town of Hampstead or by law; or the governing body may hold one special
meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
13. To hear report of Auditors and Committees and to act hereon.
14. Shall the Town vote to rescind its action to elect a police chief pursuant to RSA 41:47 and
authorize the Selectmen to appoint the Police Chief under RSA 105:1, such authority to begin
with the term starting at the conclusion of next year's regular town meeting?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Special Warrant Article
IS.To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,000 be added to the Capital
Reserve Fund for the purpose of funding the third of 3 installments as the town's share of the
installation of traffic lights at the intersection of Route 1 1 1 and East Road. The total cost is
$400,000. $265,000 to be paid by the State of New Hampshire.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
16. To see if the town w ill vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $399,900.00 for the purpose of
purchasing 16+ acres of land, known as Map 02, Lot 14 located at 405 Main Street, and authorize
the Selectmen to take any action necessary to purchase the property.
This article shall be non-lapsing until March 15, 2003.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee.(Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
17. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100,000.00 for the purpose of
building a Salt Shed at the I lampstcad Town Garage.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 3 1 , 2003.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
18. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000 to add to the Capital
Reserve fund previously established for the purpose of replacing Fire Department equipment.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
19.To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Twelve Thousand
dollars ($512,000.00) to complete the Library Building. No more than Three Hundred Eighty
Seven Thousand dollars ($387,000.00) is to come fi^om general taxation; and to authorize the
withdrawal of One Hundred T\sent\-five Thousand dollars ($125,000) plus accrued interest from
the Capital Reserve fund created for this purpose.
This article is non-lapsing until December 2003.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Not recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
(The article is asking for $387,000, which is the remainder needed to finish the building.
$125,000 plus accrued interest is already available from the Capital Reserve Fund if this
article is approved. $387,000 plus $125,000 = $512,000)
Special warrant Article
20. If Article 19 is defeated, shall the town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred
Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($125,000) to be added to the capital reserve fund already
established for the completion of the library building?
This article will be null and void if Article 19 passes.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Advisory only)
(This article will add $125,000 to the Library Building Capital Reserve fund which currently
holds $125,000 plus accrued interest. If the entire sum of $387,000 is passed in Article 19, this
article will not take effect. This fund can only be accessed by a further vote of the town.)
21. To see if the town will vote to accept Gingerbread Lane as described on Plan # D-16481.
22. To see if the town will vote to accept Hickory Road as described on Plan #D- 19271.
23. To see if the town will vote to accept Rosewood Circle as described on Plan #-D-24892.
24. To see if the town will vote to accept Ellyson Avenue as described on Plan # D-24892.
25.To see if the town will vote to accept Sarah's Way as described on Plan #D-27261.
26. To see if the town will vote to accept Peaslee Court as described on Plan #015833.
27. Petition Article:
To see if the town will vote to take as a donations, a system of lights which will be installed at
the Depot Road Complex per a Master lighting plan.
28. Shall the Town of Hampstead discontinue as an open highway and make subject to gates and
bars Old Depot Road from Main Street to the Derry town line in accordance with RSA 23 1 :45?
Given under our hands and seal-the 24"" day of January, in the year of our Lord, Two Thousand
Two.
; -,
'. ^ { /
HowaAl A. Davine, Chairmaji " ^
JosepFiA. Guthrie
J. Douglas Gootee
HAMPSTEAD BOARD OF SELECTMEN







Howard A. Davine, Chairman /"
Joseph A. Githrie
Town of Hampstead 2001 Proposed Budget
2001 2001 2002 2001/2002
Budget Actual Proposed Budg
EXECUTIVE
4130100 BOARD OF SELECTMEN
4130113 Selectmen Salary 10,600.00 10.600.00 10,600.00
4130157 Workshops & Training 200,00 40.00 200.00
4130179 State Education 0.00
4130181 Mileage and Expense 200.00 147.44 200.00
4130200 ADMINISTRATION
4130211 Admin Asst Salary 46,890.00 46.890.00 49,980.00 6.59%
4130212 Selectmen Clerk Salary 15,550.00 14.178.71 31.830.00 104.69%
4130213 Boat Agent 1,500.00 1.500.00
4130233 Data Processing 15,000.00 15.455.27 15.000.00
4130234 Telephone 12.000.00 14.557.82 13.500.00 12.50%
4130239 Other Purchased Service 600.00 449.70
4130243 Repair and Maintenance 2,000.00 3.040.33 3.000.00 50.00%
4130255 Printing Town Report 5,000,00 6.000.00 9.500.00 90.00%
4130256 Dues & Subscriptions 4,500.00 5.421.61 6.000.00 33.33%
4130257 Workshops & Training 200.00 80.00 200.00
4130261 General Supplies 3,500.00 3.743.59 3.000.00 -14.29%
4130268 Postage 4,200.00 4.570.34 4.2O0.00
4130269 Employment Procedures 33.873.11
4130274 Equipment 2,000.00 1.230.00 4.000.00 100.00%
4130281 Mileage and Expense 150.00 146.56 150.00
4130288 Salary S Wage Adjustment 24,319.00
4130289 Special Events 1,000.00 75.00 500.00 -50.00%
4130300 MODERATOR AND TOWN MEETING EXPENSE
4130313 Moderator Salary 265.00 265.00 265.00
4130315 Ballot Clerks 1,000.00 1.867.25 2.500.00 150.00%
4130400 TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
4130413 Trustee of TF Salary 300.00 300.00 300.00
4130481 Mileage and Expense 50.00 35.48 50.00
TOTAL EXECUTIVE 151,024.00 164.468.21 154.975.00 2.62%
ELECTION, REGISTRATION AND VITAL STATISTICS
4140100 OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK
4140111 Permanent Position Salary 55.000.00 53.910.55 76.500.00 39.09%
4140113 Town Clerk Salary 22,220.00 21,477.01 19.380.00 -12.78%
4140133 Data Processing 9,000.00 7,809.53 5.000.00 -44.44%
4140134 Telephone 600.00 628.40 600.00
4140139 Office Equipment
4140143 Repair and Maintenance 1,550,00 1,699.38 2,000.00 29.03%
4140157 Workshops & Training 915.00 472.00 1.800.00 96.72%
4140159 Preservation of Records 1.000.00 1.000.00
4140161 General Supplies 3.750.00 3.043.00 3,750.00
4140168 Postage 2.000.00 4,479.61 5.000.00 150.00%
4140174 Nev* Equipment 3.000.00 1,981.66 5.000.00 66.67%
4140181 Mileage and Expense 350.00 550.01 350.00
TOTAL TOWN CLERK 99,385.00 96,051.15 120.380.00 21.12%
4140300 ELECTION ADMINISTRATION
4140313 Checklist Supervisor Salary 2,000.00 764.00 2.000.00
4140339 Computer Services 1,800.00 2,268.00 1.800.00
4140355 Printing 2,000.00 1,529.19 3.500.00 75.00%
4140361 General Supplies 500.00 474.67 1.100.00 120.00%
4140374 New Equipment 7,250.00 6,648.97 500.00 -93.10%
TOTAL ELECTION ADMINIS 13.550.00 11,684.83 8.900.00 34,32%
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
2001 2001 2002 2001/2002
Budget Actual Proposed Budg
4150200 AUDITING
4150239 Auditing Services 4,500.00 6,003.94 5,300,00 17.78%
4150400 TAX COLLECTOR
4150413 Tax Collector Salary 22,220.00 21.477.01 19,380,00 -12,78%
4150431 Registry Costs 2,750.00 1.284.00 2,500,00 -9,09%
4150433 Data Processing 2,000.00 2,796.30 3,500.00 75.00%
4150439 General Supplies 1,700,00 1,591.74 1.500.00 -11.76%
4150457 Workshops & Training 600.00 378.75 1,000.00 65.67%
415000468 Postage 2,950.00 3.461.93 3,200.00 8.47%
4150481 Mileage and Expense 275,00 275.00 250.00 -9.09%,
TOTAL TAX COLLECTOR $32,495.00 $31,264 73 $31,330,00 -3.59%
4150500 TREASURER
4150513 Treasurer Salary 5,700.00 5,700.00 7,800,00
4150533 Data Processing 250.00 250,00
4150581 Mileage and Expense 500.00 531 42 500,00
4150589 Bank Charges
TOTAL TREASURER $6,450,00 $6,231.42 $8,550,00 32.56%
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
4152137 Assessing 32,000.00 32,080,00 33,180,00 3.69%
4152138 Labor 6,500.00 4,704,80 4,000.00
4152139 Other Revaluation Expenses 3,000 00 2,926,44 6,000.00 100.00%
TOTAL REVALUATION 41,500.00 39,711.24 43,180,00 4.05%
LEGAL EXPENSES
4153132 Town Counsel Services 7.500.00 4.849,80 7,500,00
4153939 Other Legal Expense 1,000.00 200.00 500,00 -50.00%
TOTAL LEGAL EXPENSES 8,500.00 5,049.80 8,000,00 -5.88%.
PERSONNEL
4155900 BENEFITS NOT ALLOCATED TO DEPTS
4155921 Health Insurance Benefits 58,000.00 65.256 17 82.400,00 42.07%
4155922 Social Secunty 35,000 00 41,25504 35,000,00
4155923 Retirement Contnbulion 7,000 00 9,19552 77,000.00 1000.00%
4155924 Medicare 10,000.00 12,980.48 13.000.00 30,00%
4155925 Federal Withholding
4155927 FUTA
4155926 Other Employee Benefits 6.000.00 14,574.14 6,000.00
TOTAL BENEFITS 116,000.00 143,261,35 213,400,00 83,97%
PLA^NNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
4191100 PLANNING BOARD
4191111 Clerk Salary 28,200.00 31,838.49 32,640,00 15.74%
4191112 Temporary Position Salary 3,000,00 1,344,70 2.000,00 -33,33%
4191131 Engineering 35,000.00 41,132,94 35,000.00
4191132 Legal Expense 2,000.00 2,573,76 2,000,00
4191134 Telephone Expense 500.00 201,84 300,00 -40,00%
4191139 Map Work Services 4.000.00 4.199.50 4,000,00
4191155 Printing 1.000.00 1,853,84 2.000,00 100,00%,
4191157 Workshops & Training 300.00 60,00 200.00 -33.33%.
4191159 Legal Advertisements 2,000,00 4,346,26 3,000.00 50,00%
4191161 General Supplies 6,000.00 5,313.43 6,000.00
4191162 Copier Supplies 700.00 1,522 57 2.000,00 185.71%
4191167 Books a Periodicals 500.00 629,50 500,00
4191168 Postage 2,800,00 3.834.75 2.500.00 -10.71%
4191181 Mileage and Expense 500,00 304,00 500.00
4191182 Recording Plans 1,500.00 1,462.31 1,500,00
TOTAL PLANNING BOARD 88,000.00 100.61789 94,140.00 6.98%
2001 2001 2002 2001/2002
Budget Actual Proposed Budg
4191200 ZONING ENFORCEMENT
4191211 Enforcement Officer's Salary 8,000.00 4.545.50 4,080.00 -49 00%
4191212 Clerks Salaries 25,000.00 22.319.57 25,500.00 2,00%
4191213 Machine Maintenance 2,000.00 1.643.25 2,000,00
4191215 Inspectors Salaries 30,000.00 34.290.90 30,000.00
4191219 Commercial Plan Review & 5,000.00 7.322.47 5.000.00
4191239 Telephone 1,800.00 1,352.48 1.800.00
4191256 Dues & Subscriptions 100.00 20.00 100.00
4191257 Workshops & Training 500.00 55 00 500.00
4191261 General Supplies 4,000.00 1.789 86 4.000.00
4191281 Mileage and Expense 500.00 96,96 500.00
4191289 Computer Training & Exp. 100 00 3250 100,00
TOTAL ZONING ENFORCEN 77,000 00 73.469 49 73.580 00 -4,44%
4191300 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
4191311 Clerk Salary 2,980.00 2,498.38 3.060.00 2,68%
4191332 Legal Expense 3,000.00 5.914.20 3.000.00
4191339 Legal Advertisements 1.500.00 789 17 1.500.00
4191361 General Supplies 200.00 74.33 200.00
4191368 Postage 1.50000 1.449 71 1.500.00
4191381 Mileage and Expense 2500 2500
TOTAL BOARD OF ADJUSTl 9,205 00 10.72579 9.28500 87%
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
4194100 ADMINISTRATION
4194111 Supervisor Salary 33.100.00 33.100.00 33.770.00
4194112 Custodian Salary 15.400.00 19.45888 16.730.00
4194119 Grounds Workers 14.000,00 12.462.50 12,240.00
4194143 Repair and Maint 2.500.00 3.055.52 500 00
4194161 General Supplies 5.000.00 5.817.91 5.000 00
4194162 New Equipment 2.000,00 3.227.62 1,000.00
4194155 Vehicle Expense 2.00000 1.722.35 2,000.00
4194189 Ordway Park 10.000.00 10.000,00
4194200 TOWN OFFICE
4194241 Electricity 5.500.00 7.193,23 5.000.00
4194242 Heat 4.000.00 5.656.25 5.000 00
4194243 Repair and Maintenance 30.000 00 40.188.45 17.000.00
4194244 Septic Repair & Installation 50.000.00 35,077.25
4194282 Moves and Rearrangements
4194300 MEETING HOUSE
4194341 Electncity 750.00 702.65 600.00
4194342 Heat 2.200.00 2.519.90 2.400.00
4194343 Repair and Maintenance 1.000 00 1.370.02 4.200.00
4194400 OLD LIBRARY
4194441 Electncity 700.00 71754 700.00
4194442 Heat 1.000.00 1.024.58 1,000.00
4194443 Repairs and Maintenance 1.000.00 176.34 500.00 -50.00%
4194500 ORDWAY PARK
4194541 Maintenance 2.000.00 2,000,00 2.000.00
4194542 Administration 15.000.00
4194600 RECREATION UTILITIES
4194641 Town Beach 600.00
4194642 Ballfields 2.500.00
4194700 GYMNASIUM
4194741 Electncity 2.400.00 2,170,50 2,000.00 -16.57%
4194742 Heat 2.500.00 3,058.44 3.000.00 20.00%
4194743 Repair and Maintenance 5.200.00 4.261.44 10.000.00 92.31%
4194800 ATHLETIC FIELDS
4194841 Maintenance 44.000.00 59.460.76 57,400.00 30.45%
4194900 TENNIS COURTS
4194941 Maintenance 5.000 00 5.000.00
TOTAL GENERAL GOVT BL $242,250,00 $259,422,13 $200,140.00 -17.38%
2001 2001 2002 2001/2002
Budget Actual Proposed Budg
CEMblbRIES
4195100 CEMhIHRY UPKEEP
4195111 Sexton Salary 5,300.00 5.300.00 5,400.00 1.89%
4195155 Dues & Subscriptions 2500 25.00
4195189 Computer Expense 750.00 534.00 750.00
4195212 Cemetery Labor 2.800.00 1,112.86 2,800.00
4195219 Mowing Labor 2,580.00 3,082.33 2,580.00
4195249 Improvement Repairs 7,400.00 5,589.00 10,000.00 35.14%
4195259 Contract Labor/Equipment 2,000.00 1.350.00 2,000.00
4195261 General Supplies 500.00 384.40 500.00
4195263 Maintenance & Repair Supplii 1,000.00 1,887.72 1,000.00
4195274 New Equipment 1,600.00 1,600.00 1,000.00 -37 50%
4195289 Deed Recordings 200.00 144.00 160.00 -20 00%
TOTAL CEMh 1 bRIES 24.155.00 20,984.31 26,215.00 8 53%
INSURANCE
4196148 Insurance 40,000.00 40.554.00 51,000,00 27.50%
4196149 Fire Department Insurance 24,000.00 22,405.00 24.000.00
4196452 Workers Compensation 10.000.00 7,345.38 10,000.00
4196453 Unemployment Compensatioi 1,000.00 290.22 1,000 00
TOTAL INSURANCE 75,000.00 70,594.60 86,000.00 14.67%
4199101 Abatements 54,363.32
4197156 REGIONAL PLANNING 5,636.00 6,635 00 7,052.00 6.27%
POLICE
4210100 ADMINISTRATION
4210111 Officers Salary 238,700.00 263,742.80 288,350.00 20.80%
4210113 Police Ctiief Salary 20.180.00 18.573.00 20,580.00 1 .98%
4210119 Special Duty 5,000 00 57,970.48 5,000.00
4210121 Insurance Benefits 48.500.00 35.214.86 50.000.00 23.71%
4210123 Retirement 10,000.00 11.896.40 13,500.00 35.00%
4210132 Legal Expense 100.00 4,711.40 6,100.00 5000.00%
4210134 Telephone Expense 7.600.00 7,775.92 8.100.00 6.58%
4210156 Dues & Subscriptions 200.00 100.00 200.00
4210161 General Supplies 1,750.00 1,551.85 1,750.00
4210168 Postage 500.00 301.76 500.00
4210174 Equipment 4,000.00 4.816.53 11.000 00 175.00%
4210177 Uniforms 4,000 00 4.15049 4,500.00 12.50%
4210300 TRAFFIC CONTROL
4210339 Communications 500.00 200.00 500.00
4210364 Radios 30,000.00 17.883.00
4210365 Gasoline & Oil 13,300.00 11,387.78 15,000.00 12.78%
4210366 Vehicle Repairs 5.000.00 5.722.05 5.000.00
4210369 Miscellaneous Expense 700.00 625.46 700,00
4210400 TRAINING
4210419 Other Compensation 1.000.00 1,000.00
4210457 Workshops S Training 5.000.00 3.169.77 5,000.00
4210500 SUPPORT SERVICES
4210576 Cruiser Purchase 21.50000 20.826.00 30,000.00 39.53%
4210589 Other Misc. Expense 500.00 105.50 500.00
4210700 POLICE STATION
4210741 Electricity 3,600.00 2.756.52 4,000.00 11.11%
4210742 Heat 1.200.00 1.558.66 1,400.00 16.67%
4210743 Repair and Maintenance 4,500.00 4.107.00 4,500.00
4210900 OTHER POLICE FUNCTIONS
4210919 Restitution 100 00 100.00
TOTAL POLICE 427.53000 479,148.33 487,380 00 14.00%
AMBULANCE
4215139 CONTRACTED SERVICES 25.000 00 25,000 00 30,000,00 20 00%
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FIRE
4220100 ADMINISTRATION
4220111 Clerk Salary 5,500.00 4,770.90 5,610.00 2.00%
4220112 Salaries - Call 66,600.00 79,500.86 51,000.00 -2342%
4220113 Salaries Career 100,000.00
4220114 Salaries - Officers 23,460.00
4220119 Janitorial Salary 4.200.00 3,420.00 2,200.00 -47.62%
4220121 Insurance Benefits 23,000.00
4220123 Retirement 4,500.00
4220134 Telephone 4,000.00 2,783.43 4,500.00 12.50%
4220156 Dues & Subscriptions 6,500.00 6,132.92 6,500.00
4220161 General Supplies 2,500.00 3,672.93 3,000.00 20.00%
4220167 Books & Periodicals 300.00 221.49 300.00
4220168 Computers 1,500 00 1,227.65 1,500.00
4220200 FIRE FIGHTING
4220239 Forest Fires 2,000.00 1,150.83 2,000.00
4220259 Fire Alarm 3,000,00 2,203.35 3,000.00
4220265 Gasoline & Oil
4220266 Vehicle Repair - Fire/Rescue 15,000.00 18,522.35 15,000.00
4220272 Thermal Imaging Camera 7,000.00
4220273 Hose & Fittings 5.000.00 3,790.50 5,000.00
4220274 Equipment - Fire 7,000.00 4,736.14 5,000.00 -28.57%
4220275 Equipment - Rescue 4,000.00 2,270.34 3,000.00 -25.00%
4220276 Dress Uniforms 2,000.00 2,207.95 2,500.00 25.00%
4220277 Protective Clothing 6,000.00 8,386.37 8,000.00 33.33%
4220278 Water Supply 2,500.00 97828 2,50000
4220279 Medical Supplies 5,000 00 4,371.77 4,000.00 -20.00%
4220300 INSPECTION/PLANNING
4220339 Fire Prevention 2,500,00 3,279.24 2,500.00
4220400 TRAINING
4220457 Training - Fire 6,000.00 886.00 4,000.00 -33.33%,
4220458 Training - Rescue 4,50000 3,772.99 4,500.00
4220500 SUPPORT SERVICES
4220534 Communications 10,000.00 9,034.92 10,000.00
4220535 Physical Exams 4,000.00 149,00 4,000.00
4220539 Misc. Medical Expenses 500.00 11.00 500.00
4220558 Hepatitis B Shots 500.00 75.00 500.00
4220559 Dispatch 7,000.00 6,240.00 7,000.00
4220700 FIRE STATIONS AND BUILDINGS
4220741 Electricity 6,000,00 4,186.80 5,000.00 -16.67%
4220742 Heat 6,000.00 6,031.06 6,500.00 8.33%
4220743 Repair and Maintenance 8,000.00 9,228.31 40,000.00 400.00%






4230164 Supplies - Evacuation Center 1,415.00
4230165 Contingency Fund 1,000.00
TOTAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 10,975.00
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HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4311100 ROAD AGENT
4311113 Road Agent Salary 19,000.00 19,877.96 19,380.00 2.00%
4311119 Highway Labor 7.500,00 3,497.70 7,500.00
4311120 New Equipment 50,000.00
4312100 PAVING & RECONSTRUCTION
4312131 Engineering Support 3,000.00 920.00 3,000,00
4312139 Paving & Reconstruction
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
220.000,00 228,124.15 250,000.00 13.64%
4312259 Contract Labor/Equipment 50,000.00 50,546.00 50.000.00
4312261 Gravel 1,000.00 1,000.00
4312262 Patch Material 2,00000 899.91 2,000.00
4312263 Culverts 3,000.00 918.46 3,000.00
4312264 Street Signs & Markings 10,000.00 7,696.37 10,000.00
4312265 Tree Tnmming & Brush Cuttir 10,000.00 7,866.85 10,000.00
4312269 General Supplies 3,000.00 6,41524 3,000.00
4312300 SNOW AND ICE CONTROL
4312339 Installation of Plows/Sanders 2,000.00 265.00 1,000.00 -5000%
4312343 Road Repairs 1,000.00 712.04
4312351 Contract Labor/Equipment 135,000.00 203,329.75 160,000.00 18.52%
4312357 Communications 5,000.00 4,189.80 5,000.00
4312358 Leased Equipment 15,000.00 14,622.44 15,000.00
4312359 Other Purchased Supplies 5,000.00 5,341.65 5,000.00
4312366 Equipment Repair 8,000.00 9,875.41 10,000.00 2500%
4312367 Salt 50,000.00 55,288.58 50,000.00
4312369 Sand 5,000.00 5,000.00
4312389 Telephone 500.00 582.23 1,000.00 100.00%
4312700 TOWN GARAGE
4312741 Electricity 4,000.00 3,894.48 4.000.00
4312742 Heat 500.00 795.73 500.00
4312743 Repair & Maintenance 5,000.00 5,604.59 5.000.00
4312744 Garage Clean Up 0.00 10,722.09 12,500.00
4312745 Fire Alarm 0.00
4312746 Fire at Town Garage 0.00
TOTAL HIGHWAY 564,50000 641,986 43 682,880.00 20.97%
STREET LIGHTING
4316341 UTILITY CHARGES 30,000.00 22,709.49 25.000 00 -16 67%
SANITATION ADMINISTRATION
43211000 Administration
4321111 Clerk Salary 1,330.00 220.44 1,330.00
4321156 Dues & Subscriptions
4321157 Workshops and Training
4321189 Other Misc. Expense
SOLID WASTE
1,000.00 788.00 1,000.00
4323100 COLLECTION & DISPOSAL
4323151 Curbside Pick-up 197,816.00 192,461.01 205,024.00 3.64%
4323152 Tipping Fee 142,74300 157,645.14 156,867.00 9.89%
4323190 Household Hazardous Waste 5,000,00 5,000.00
4323500 LANDFILL OPERATIONS
4323543 Bulk Disposal 40,000.00 48.207.30 35,000.00 -12.50%
4323549 Site Maintenance 20,000.00 20,297.63 10,000.00 -50.00%
TOTAL SANITATION $407,889.00 $419,619,52 $414,221.00 1 55%
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HEALTH
ANIMAL CONTROL
4414100 ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
4414111 Animal Ctrl Officer Salary 8,963.00 8.963,00 9,150.00
4414112 Asst Anrmal Control Salary 1.500,00 1.307,00 2,000.00
4414130 Fines 500.00 287.50 500.00
4414134 Telephone 800.00 879.55 900.00
4414139 Professional Services 4,000.00 5,711.87 4.000.00
4414144 Pager Rental 550.00 659 79 55000
4414145 Cruiser Purchase
4414166 Vehicle Maintenance & Repai 500.00 579.90 500.00
4414168 Postage 100,00 15.86 68.00
4414169 Supplies 300.00 250.00
4414182 Animal Food 600.00 560,58 600.00
4414183 Kennels 500.00 331.63 500.00
4414189 Other Misc. Expense
TOTAL ANIMAL CONTROL 18,313,00 19,296,68 19,018.00 385%
HEALTH AGENCIES
4419900001 Lamprey Health Center 1.800.00 1.800,00 1.800.00
4419900002 Vic Geary Center 4,025,00 4.025,00 4.025.00
4419900003 Health Department 600,00 600,00 600.00
4419000004 A Safe Place 500.00 500,00 500.00
4419900005 R.C. Visiting Nurses/Hospice 8,000.00 3,020,00 5.000.00 -37.50%
4419900005 Ctr for Life Management 6,000,00 3,000.00 -50.00%
4419900007 Rocl< County Comm. Action 5.509.00 5,509.00 5.775.00 4.83%
4419900008 Retired Sr. Volunteers 70000 700 00 700.00
4419900009 Community Caregivers 3.000.00 3,000 00 3.000.00
4419900010 Sexual Assault Support 1.070.00 1.070,00 1.070.00
4419900011 Family Mediation 9.381.00 14.410,60 10.958.00 16 81%
4419900012 Gr. Derry/Salem Reg. Trans. 1.000 00 1.000 00 1,00000
TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES 41,585,00 35.634.50 37,428.00 -10.00%
WELFARE DIRECT ASSISTANCE
ADMINISTRATION
4445111 Welfare Director's Salary 6.500,00 5,961,50 6,630.00 2.00%
4445134 Telephone 150.00 33,61 150,00
4445161 Supplies 200.00 9,60 200.00
4445181 Mileage & Expense 200.00 157,94 200,00
4445189 Other Misc. Expense 100.00 42,72 10000
DIRECT VENDOR PAYMENTS
4445235 Medical 1.500 00 260,61 1,500,00
4445241 Utilities 2.00000 177,52 2.000.00
4445242 Heat 1.500.00 1,500 00
4445244 Shelter 15.000.00 6.589.79 10.000,00 -33.33%
4445164 Food & Clothing 1,500.00 1.500.00
TOTAL WELFARE 28,65000 13,233,39 23,780.00 -17 00%
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RECREATION
4520100 ADMINISTRATION
4520111 Recreation Director Salary 10,370.00 12,819.50 10,600.00 2.22%
4520112 Recreation Assts Salary 13.500.00 11,977.03 13,500.00
4520118 Field Caretaker Salary 400.00 400.00
4520119 Lifeguard Salary 11,000.00 9,546.02 11,000.00
4520120 Tennis Instructor's Salary 1,000.00 503.25 1,000.00
4520121 Summer Soccer Dir. Salary 2,650.00 1,987.50 2,650.00
4520123 Summer Soccer Asst. Salary 3,800.00 2,028.94 3,800 00
4520156 Dues & Subscriptions 200.00 230.00 200.00
4520161 General Supplies 400.00 390.81 400.00
4520189 Other Purctiased Services 500 00 751.54 75000 50.00%
4520200 BALLFIELDS
4520243 Maintenance 2,000.00 4,135.69
4520261 Supplies 2,500.00
4520269 Fencing 6,500.00 5,263.40
4520290 Utilities 2,500.00 2,066.35
4520300 TENNIS COURTS
4520343 Maintenance
4520374 Equipment 750 00 750.00
4520400 RECREATION PROGRAMS
4520461 Supplies 1,000.00 1,236.24 1,400.00 40,00%
4520474 Equipment 400.00 400.00 800.00 100.00%
4520475 Medical Training Program 500.00 330.00 500.00
4520481 Transportation 1,500.00 1,256.60 1,500.00
4520482 Programs 1,000.00 919.80 1,500.00 50.00%
4520483 Soccer Program Uniforms 1,200.00 457.94 1,200.00
4520484 Soccer Program Supplies 600.00 262.77 600.00
4520500 TOWN BEACH
4520541 Utilities 60000 599.80
4520543 Maintenance 2,500 00 1,322.89
4520574 Equipment 50000 380.12 1,500.00 200,00%
4520600 ELDERLY ACTIVITIES
4520653 Trips 5,000 00 4,645.00 6,000.00 20.00%
4520654 Holiday Dinner 3,500.00 3,245.06 4,000.00 14.29%
4520655 Summer Activity 2,000,00 2,000.00
4520800 COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
4520839 Community Programs 200.00 240.08 200.00
TOTAL RECREATION 76,070.00 66,99633 68.750 00 9.62%
4540000 CABLE TELEVISION
4540911 Payroll 3,000,00 4,336.00 4,000 00
4540961 General Supplies 500.00 142.04 500 00
4540962 Office Supplies
TOTAL CABLE TELEVISION 3,500.00 4,478.04 4,500.00 28.57%
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LIBRARY
4550296 LIBRARY TRUSTEES 45,720.00 50,483.19 49,345.00 7.93%
4550900 LIBRARY FUNCTIONS
4550911 Librarian Salary 37,806.00 38,056.00 40,248.00 6.46%
4550912 Assistants Salary 58,450.00 56,190.27 75,839.00 31.55%
4550913 Custodial Salary 4,600.00 3,671.49 3,443.00 -25.15%
4550914 Assistant Librarian Salary 29,136.00 29,135.00 31.013.00 6.44%
4550921 Healtfi Insurance 19,530.00 17,975.89 24,500.00 25.45%
4550922 Social Security 8,173.00 7,867.60 9.399.00 15.00%
4550923 Retirement 2,450.00 3,164.06 3,207 00 30.90%
4550924 Unemployment Comp 425.00 63.35 435.00 2.59%,
4550925 Workers Compensation 382.00 386.20 440.00 15.18%,
4550926 Medicare 1,912.00 1,762.97 2,198.00 14.96%,
4550932 Legal Expense 200.00
4550981 Mileage and Expense 300.00 326.98 400.00 33.33%
TOTAL LIBRARY 209,084 00 209,084.00 241.518.00 15.51%,
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
4583100 CELEBRATIONS
4583182 Fireworks 4,000.00 4,000.00 5,000.00 25.00%
4583183 Patriotic Celebrations 500.00 310.10 1,000.00 100.00%
4583189 Other Miscellaneous Expense
TOTAL PATRIOTIC PURP05 4,500.00 4,310.10 6,000.00 33.33%
CONSERVATION ADMINISTRATION
4611100 CONSERVATION COMMISSION
4611111 Clerk Salary 1,800.00 230.46 1,800.00
4611156 Dues & Subscriptions 400.00 291.00 400.00
4611157 Workshops & Training 50,00 50,00
4611169 Postage/Supplies/Phone 150.00 150.00
4611189 Other Misc. Expense
4611200 ACQUISITION OF LAND
4611232 Legal Expense 500.00 693.75 500.00
4611233 Appraisals 400.00 400.00
4611239 Plans/Deeds 500.00 500.00
4611300 OTHER CONSERVATION
4611382 Arbor Day 200.00 200.00 200.00
4611383 Forest Consultation 100.00 100.00
4611384 Dredge S Fill 100.00 100.00
4911385 Land Development 500.00 500.00
TOTAL CONSERVATION 4,700.00 1,415.21 4,700.00
LONG TERM DEBT SERVICE
INTEREST ON LONG TERM DEBT
4723139 TAN INTEREST
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 0.00 0.00 0.00




ZBA - Year End Report - 2001
In 2001 the Hampstead Zoning Board of Adjustment heard 30 requests for Special
Exceptions. 28 of these requests were granted and 2 were denied. One of the
granted requests was for a seasonal conversion and one was for a home occupation.
The board heard seven requests for variances. Five were granted and two were denied.
Four requests for Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements were granted.
The board heard two Appeals of Administrative Decisions. One was granted the other
was denied.
The board had one request for a rehearing which was denied.
The board welcomed Ken Strong as an alternate member
.
This year long time town council Bob Fryer retired, we appreciate his expert services and
wish him along and happy retirement.
The town has hired the firm of Soule, Leslie, Kidder, Sayward, And Loughman as our new
town council. The ZBA will rely on the expertise of Barbara Loughman.
Early in 2001 the NH Supreme Court revised their prior rulings on hardship definitions for
variances. These revisions should make it somewhat easier for applicants to meet the
requirements for a variance. Details are available in the ZBA office.
My thanks to Dawn Shaw for many years of service to the ZBA, her experience, and
dedication are appreciated. Working with her is a pleasure.
Respectfully submitted,
Bob Cairns , Chairman
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Hampstead Conservation Commission Report - 2001
It was a quiet year for the Hampstead Conservation Commission, as surrounding towns
scrambled to amass large sums of money to set aside conservation lands, a process that
enlightened Hampstead residents began and largely completed in the 70's. 80"s and early
90's. Those past investments in the future of our town seem like bargains now.
Although the major land parcels have been acquired, there are still access easements to be
obtained and small inholdings we'd like to get. So the fraction of the current use tax that
goes into the Land Acquisition Fund will be a big help in the future as we complete this
process. The commission is very grateful for the steady support of the residents of
Hampstead.
This year we accepted the resignation of a long time member of the commission, Diane
Gorrow, who for over a decade had faithfully attended meetings and provided legal
insights to the commission that will be hard to replace. As a member of the law firm
representing Hampstead, she will continue to look out for the Town's interests in equally
important ways.
Kendra Stanley has joined the commission to replace Diane, and brings with her a world
of political experience that will be helpful.
Again this year, the Boy Scouts, and especially Steve Gamelin, help the commission by
refurbishing the benches on the trails in the West Road Conservation Area. Many thanks.
On the nature front, I'm happy report that due to an extensive program of nest box
construction, this year's yard totals included two pairs of wood ducks, one pair of hooded
mergansers, two pairs of northern flickers, one pair of white breasted nuthatches and one
pair of bluebirds. Not bad for a one acre lot! Similar result can be obtained in many parts
of Hampstead; just don't forget raccoon guards.
Peter Archibald Karen Hanides Joseph Nicolosi




11 Main Street, Hampstead New Hampshire 03841-2033
Report to the Town 2002
During 2001, the Planning Board reviewed 84 projects, 7 new single-family lots were
approved along with 20 new commercial building lots. Seven projects are under review,
including 2 single-family lots, four commercial and 1 multi-family proposal.
The Planning Board has proposed several modifications (as usual) to the Zoning
Ordinance. These changes are shown as Warrant Article # 2 through # 7 and are being
recommended to make the zoning ordinance more understandable. We have held public
hearings on these changes.
Petition articles # 8 through #11 have been submitted by citizens. After holding public
hearings on these, the Planning Board recommends a negative vote on Articles #9, 10,
and 1 1 . The Planning Board members felt these are already covered in the Zoning
Ordinance and do not need to be restricted further. Article #10 (building setbacks) seems
too loose in one area and too restrictive in others. It does suggest an area of zoning that
could be improved and the Plamiing Board will look into this in 2002.
Petition Article # 8 is recommended by the Planning Board. The parcel abuts
commercial property both in Hampstead and in Sandown, and it is reasonable to expand










Planning Board meetings are scheduled for the first and third Monday's of each month.
The citizens of the Town are encouraged to attend all meetings. A summary of the last
years work follows this report.
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Map-Parcel Project Status
1-18 Depot Development LLC
R. Towne & B. Worthen. Commercial Site, 1 Build
1-32 Appleton Woods
C. Howard, Subdivision
1-43 Ordway Commons LLC
S. Wentworth, Subdivision 10 lots
1-53 Susan Strong, Home Occupation
1-59 Anderson & McElrath, Business Use Change
1-60 David Morris, Subdivision 1 New Lot
2-4 Glenwood North
R. Towne & B. Worthen, Site Plan, Condominium
2-33 MCC Northwoods
J. Owens, Commercial Sandown Subdivision
2-39 Island Pond Baptist Church, Site
2-43 Sara's Way, A. Rines
2-46 Gingerbread Lane, L. Chase
2-75 Houston's Way, K. Houston
3-24 & 24 Anthony Vitale, Merger of Lots
4-30 & 44 Christopher Hoffmeister, Merger of Lots
6-6 & 54 Richard Towne, Lot Line Adjustment
6-15 Ricker Road
Merle Ashford, Subdivision, 4 Residential Lots, &
6-19 All Around Sports LLC
David May, Site Plan, 1 Commercial Building
6-39 & 54 Gigante Drive
T. & R. Towne, Site, 1 Commercial Building
6-54 Gigante Drive
R. Towne, Commercial Subdivision
6-63 Land & Sea, Inc., Site Plan, Addition
6-106 Wildwood Development
D. Traynor, Site Plan, 1 Building
6-107 SNF Construction
D. Frahm, Site Plan, 1 Building
6-108 Hampstead Self-Storage
R. Towne, Site Plan, 2 Buildings
6-109 Tee Sign Pro, Site Plan, 1 Building
6-110 J. Hill, Site Plan, 1 Building
6-111 DE Barlow
W. Barlow, Site Plan, 1 Building
7-28 Mary Salter, Subdivision, 1 New Lot



































































W. Dumas, Subdivision. INew Commercial Lot
1" MA Bank, Site, 1 Building
Hampstead Post Office
W. Dumas, Site, 1 Building
Hampstead Middle School, Site, 1 Building
Agawam Drive, P. Lindquist
Cranberry Meadows, Dean Howard
Cranberry Meadows






Town of Hampstead «& M. Wentworth, Lot Line Adjustment
Granite Village H, Charles Ashford
Granite Village HI, Charles Ashford
Town of Hampstead & C. Ashford, Merger of Lots
Granite Village IV
C. Ashford, Site Mobile Homes
Hastings Drive
F. Caparco Dry Hydrant,
R. Pinder, Subdivision, 1 New Lot
Owens Court, J. Owens
Reinforced Plastics, Site, 1 Building
L.Trahan, Site, 2 Buildings
Kent Farm Realty Trust
P. Richardson, Site, I Building
Martin Auger, Site, 1 Building
BJ & JR LLC, Site, I Building
K. Schlicte, Site, 1 Building
Prokop & Skofield, Site, I Building
D. Petty, Lot Line Adjustment
R. Houle, Lot Line Adjustment
R. Houle, Lot Line Re-adjustment
M. Randall, Subdivision, 1 New Lot
Carol's Grooming, Home Occupation, Addition
N. Emerson, Merger of Lots
Seven Acre Woods
P. Mamacos, Subdivision, 1 New Lot
Thunderline Z, Site, Addition
Hampstead Academy
L. Kutzelman, Site, Addition
Hickory Road, R. Winmill
Applebriar Estates, R. Villella











































17-89 Galfam, Inc., Site
17-102 Craine Road, D. Howard
17-146 Victoria Lane, R. Villella
17-290 Pandelena Construction
17-289 P. D. Circuits
18-40 & 41 D. Bilodeau, Lot Line Adjustment
18-104 J. Santagate, Business Use Ciiange
18-105 A. Kloack, Site & Business Use Change
18-107 & 166 Sliop 'n Save, Site, Parking Lot
18-107 & 166 Shop 'n Save
18-111 D & J Realty Trust, D. Jerry , Business Use Change
18-154 & 155 WBZ LLC, W. Zaremba, Lot Line Adjustment
18-154 WBZ LLC, W. Zaremba, Site, Addition
19-10 Patriot Drive, Reddy Home Builders
20-7 Rosewood Drive, T. Dube

















• 34 Bonded projects total approximately $425,000.00 (Letters of Credit, Surety Bonds
and cash bonds)
• 8 Bonds released
• Revenue received $55,000.00
Respectfully submitted, Susan E. Hastings, Secretary
Hampstead Police Department Full Time Officers: Scott Wood, John Lapham,
Joseph Beaudoin, Chief, Alan Fratus, Katherine Boulter







P.O. BOX 540 • HAMPSTEAD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03841
TEL. 603/329-5700 • FAX 603/329-4990
As the year 2001 comes to an end I would like to thank the residents of
Hampstead for entrusting nie with a second term as Police Chief of our town.
This year was especially difficult with the passing of my friend and our long
time Chief, Bill Letoiie. He is greatly missed by ail the men and women of the police
department.
No one will ever forget the tragic events of September 1 1 and how it has
changed all of our lives. Since that awful day many residents have taken the time to
stop at the police station and express their appreciation, realizing w hat officers may
face every time they put on their uniform. The department thanks you for your
thoughts and support.
Not surprisingly, this year has been a very busy one for the Hampstead
Police Department. We received and responded to more than 10,000 calls.
The department applied for and received a S25,000 grant in 2001. We will
hire our sixth full-time police officer in January 2002, allowing the department to
have two cruisers on duty most of the time. Hampstead is a growing community
with growing needs. This added police presence will greatly help the police
department to meet those needs.
In closing I w ish to thank all of my officers for being available whenever I
needed you, but especially, for being prepared and ready to help the people of
Hampstead whenever they needed you!
Last, but not least, a special thank you to our two dispatchers, w ithout whom
my job would be impossible.
b^ji^>li^





Report to the Town of Hampstead - 2001
This has been another busy year for Hampstead Fire Rescue. The number of
requests for emergency services has increased steadily over the past years. Half of the
2001 increase was in medical calls.
As soon as the Hampstead voters approved the hiring of two flill time
Firefighter/EMT's, the Board of Engineers joined forces with the East Deny Fire
Department to set up the selection process. This effort would produce a list of certified
Firefighters. We followed the State ofNew Hampshire Fire Service criteria to allow for a
fair and unbiased selection of candidates. All the men and women had passed a written
exam and also passed a physical agility test. Hampstead then set up interviews with those
who were interested in becoming Hampstead firefighters. Out of the process we hired
Christopher Beaudoin and Edward Clark, both Hampstead residents and members of the
call department. They work at Central Station form 7:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. Monday
through Friday and can be reached for all Department business by calling 329-6006.
The full and part time Fire Fighters have spent a great deal of time working with
both Central School and Middle School Crisis Teams developing the pre planning for a
variety of emergency situations. We have also increased the number of fire drills to help
prepare the schools in the event of a fire problems. During the fall an electrical
malfiinction caused a heating unit to bum out at the Middle School. The failure sent
smoke into part of the building. The ensuing evacuation of staff and students went
flawlessly. The situation was brought under control by the Fire Department with the
assistance of the school staff
It was with great appreciation that the Hampstead Firemen's Association accepted
a check for $10,000.00 from the Hampstead Lions to be used toward the purchase of
Thermal Imaging equipment. We added this check to the money the members raised and
also the $7,000.00 from the Town for a total of $36,000.00. Two Cairn's Thermal
Cameras were purchased to allow an Engine in each station to be equipped. With this
equipment we have the capability of seeing through smoke to help locate the seat of a fire
or trapped victims. All the camera's need to operate is a temperature differential to
produce an image on the viewing screen thus they can be used in unlimited situations.
The Chief currently works at the Central Station from 1:00 to 5:00 P. M.
daily. These hours will be increased this coming year to allow for more planning and
supervisions of the frill time personnel.
Burning permits may be obtained by calling the station from 7:00 A. M. to 5:00 P.
M. Monday through Friday or the Duty officer on weekends.
Hampstead Fire Rescue wishes to thank all our supporters who have helped with
donations and kind letters of support during this devastating year. We saw so many of
our fellow emergency workers killed in the September 1 1 attacks.
Walter "Chip" Hastings, Chief 329-6442
James Gilmartin, Deputy Chief 329-7171
Kerry Clark, Captain 329-5407
Steve Flynn, Captain 329-5176
William Wamock, Captain 329-7142
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Hampstead's First Fulltime Firefighters
Chris Beaudoin and Ed Clark
2001 INCIDENT REPORT













Mutual Aid Sent 29
TOTAL 706
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Town Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Report to the Town - 2001
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division
of Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department
to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are
mandatory for any open burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and
surrounding areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire
permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs. Open burning is a privilege, NOT a right. Help us to protect you and our
forest resource! Build small brush piles that can be quickly burned and extinguished.
New Hampshire experienced over 940 wildland fires in 2001. Most of the fires were human
caused. Due to dry conditions fires spread quickly impacting more than 20 structures.
Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space around the
house and make sure that the house number is correct and visible. Only You Can Prevent
Wildland Fires. Contact your local Fire Department or the New Hampshire Division of
Forests and Lands website at www.nhdfl.com or call 271-2217 for wildland fire safety
information.
2001 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 26, 2001)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED





















(Misc: powerlines, fireworks, railroad, ashes, debris, structures, equipment, etc.)





Hampstead Recreation Commission Report - 2001
The Hampstead Recreation Commission (HRC) administers and supervises
several recreation programs and all recreation facilities available to the citizens of
Hampstead. Members include: Chairman Terry Pavlini, Phil Torre, Bob Keith, Stan
Lewis, Debbie Highfield, and Cathy Drivas. The HRC meets the third Monday of every
month at 7:00pm at the Town Hall and the meetings are open to the public. During 2001
the HRC added one new member and recreation director: Cathy Drivas was appointed
1st alternate in March of 2001 and Angle Ingraham was appointed to fill the vacancy
created from the resignation of Charlene Flaherty. The HRC would like to take this
opportunity to thank Charlene Flaherty for her years of dedicated service to the town
serving as the Recreation Director.
The summer program for children was our major yearly activity, involving
approximately 325 children, ages 6 through 13. Program sites were at the Memorial
Gym and the Hampstead Central School. The activities, sports, and arts and crafts were
offered daily. Special activities provided were: a pizza party, a water carnival, a penny
carnival, a time travel art day, a magic show, and a lip sync day. There were trips to the
Town Beach, as well as other exciting field trips such as, roller-skating, bowling,
Canobie Lake, Water Country, a day at the movies and climbing the walls at Vertical
Dreams.
Other programs offered were a four week session of tennis lessons, and the
Hampstead Junior Golf League. Lessons for teens 13 to 16 years of age with six weeks
of golfing at The Fairways in Kingston were also offered. Swim lessons were available
at the Town Beach with three different age groups. Individual art lessons were also
enjoyed by children in the program.
The Town Beach was a popular spot on the hot days. We're pleased to report
that weekly water testing showed that the water quality was reported excellent this
summer. The HRC maintained and staffed the site from Memorial Day through Labor
Day. A beach parking permit continues to be required and available at the Town Clerk's
Office in Town Hall. Fees are five dollars for residents and twenty-five dollars for non-
residents.
The Hampstead Memorial Gym was and continues to be in constant use.
Residents who wish to use the facility should call the Recreation Director for scheduling.
Besides Civic Club basketball, there is also women's basketball, men's basketball
leagues, men's and women's volleyball, CRA activities, and the senior walking group
who use the gym on a regular basis.
The outdoor recreational facilities (field) underwent renovations and additions
throughout 2001 . The newly formed Hampstead Pop Warner Football organization
constructed a new field at Depot Road (field #4). We are looking forward to having Pop
Warner Football in town during the fall of 2002. The HRC would like to thank this
organization for a job well done.
The Town Hall fields were renovated during the fall of 2001 . Leveled, re-seeded
and irrigated; these fields will be ready for use during 2002.
The West Road playground was completed. A retaining wall and new fencing
was installed. The HRC would like to thank the Mother's Club for their donation of the
playground equipment.
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Once again, Hannpstead was proudly represented at the Hershey Track and Field
events in Rochester. Congratulations to the twenty athletes who participated in the
events. To spark interest in the meet, and to offer practice opportunities, we had our
third year of our running club. Starting from June 1st to the day of field events, we
joined the Timberlane team at their track for practices.
Our NYSCA program for coaches continued to offer certification programs.
Clinics were held in March and November with seasonal sports being addressed.
Another clinic will be held in mid-March at the Hampstead Middle School. Softball,
baseball, and T-ball will be featured along with the certification programs. All members
can continue membership through the mail to continue insurance protection.
Brenda Creeden and Dorothy MacFarland coordinated a total of six trips for the
seniors. Some of the places they went to include; Foxwoods, Mystic Connecticut, The
Big E, Vermont, and a ride on the Mount Washington. The HRC appreciates the volun-
teer efforts of these two women and for doing such a wonderful job with the planning.
The Annual Senior Citizens' Holiday Dinner was held in December and attended
by nearly 190 of our seniors. The dinner was once again held at the Hampstead Middle
School and served by serveral community members. The dinner was catered by The
Kieley Corporation. The food was excellent, the weather cooperated, and the dinner
was a success. Entertainment was provided by Joe Knight on the keyboard, a choir
group under the direction of Cindy Verrill and Irish Step Dancing by Catherine Megan.
The Hampstead Boy Scouts ( set-up), Hampstead Girl Scout Troops (decorations),
Hampstead FCCLA members (set-up & serving), all the generous pie baking volunteers
(25 pie pledge), Scott Kingsley (MC), and almost sixty Hampstead citizens worked and/
or served our senior citizens. We extend our thanks to all who volunteered time to help
make this day an enjoyable success.
The HRC must also thank the active members of our community who give of their
time and talent to assist us in our varied programs. Volunteers add to the success and





Senator Prescott 2001 Report
Hard Work and Accomplishment
I would like to begin by thanking the citizens of Hampstead for giving me the
honor of serving them in the State Senate this past year. I was grateful to have the
opportunity to better my community and I look forward to working hard in 2002 and
beyond.
As we close out a very successful 2001, 1 would like to share with you just a few
of the accomplishments we were able to make together, as citizen and Senator.
No Income or Sales Tax:
Our most important accomplishment, in terms of promoting the New Hampshire
economy and preserving the New Hampshire Advantage, was defeating the Income Tax
and Governor Jeanne Shaheen's Sales Tax. I oppose broad-based sales and income taxes
because 1 truly believe they are a burden to our economy and job growth.
Drinking Water
With your help I introduced and passed legislation that will allow NH to ban
MtBE and provide funding for critical contamination clean up.
For 2002 I have introduced legislation requiring public notification for any
gasoline spill containing MtBE. Neighbors and local residents have a right to know if
their drinking water may become contaminated.
Education:
As an engineer, I believe there is no better tool for success than a world- class
education. But 1 believe that education must be provided with local control, with
oversight given to parents and local teachers.
And teachers must be given the tools they need to teach, without fear. That is
why 1 sponsored and past through the Senate the Teacher Liability Protection Act.
Teachers must be able to teach and defend our children without fear or reprisal from
frivolous lawsuits. Tm hopeful this bill will soon become law and discipline can be
returned to the classroom.
2002:
Respectable employment that pays a living wage and provides benefits for our
families is the key to happy families and safe neighborhoods and it hurts to know that
some our friends and neighbors are without work.
Thank You.
I'd like to close by thanking all those who helped make 2001 a great success!
Thank you for letting me serve you. Please call me anytime at 642-4243. I look forward
to working harder for you than ever this coming year and hopefully many more.
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Thank you Margaret Vaughan and Patrick Hanlon for your purchase of a
bench in memory of Margie Vaughan Hanlon; thank you Jeffrey Fulmore of
Interior Creations for donating assembly of the bench and installation of
the plaque. FORPARK volunteers donated installation of the bench.
Hampstead Central School honored Marion Lake on her retirement with a
donation for a tree and a stone-mounted plaque as a growing and permanent
recognition of her years of service. The plaque and stone were installed.
The planting site was cultivated. We selected a specimen crabapple; last
year's persistent drought made planting risky. The tree will flower and
fruit, provide shade, beauty - and food for birds.
Thank you gardening green-thumbers for your efforts maintaining the
gardens donated by the Hampstead Garden Club. FORPARK and the town have
been fortunate to have donors for all maintenance labor to date (we're
always looking for others willing to lend a hand). FORPARK completed
installation of 3 key mowing strips around 3 donated trees. The engraved
pavers were selected by the donors. FORPARK also added two lilacs to
Lilac Row, donated by Ginny Duston from her local stock. Also planted
were ornamentals donated in memory of Francis Morin. We thank Lori Offord
for her continued brick work, and donors for the bricks added this year.
We appreciate Bob Seuss's and Judith Hoelen's donations, and the
volunteers viho helped clean up after spring flooding.
In October, HARVEST FEST combined Agricultural Day with the Annual
Bonfire. We appreciate the continued appearance of Natalie Gallo as
storyteller and the assistance of the Hanpstead Fire and Police
Departments and of the Hampstead Cable Committee. Thank you Kostandin
bonfire contingent. Thank yous to: the Ceili Orphan Band, Pete's Sewer
Service, Grand Rental, Shop 'N Save, Stake and Stone Farm, Dennis Silva
and Osgood Hill Farm's pony cart, and the fest table participants.
Agricultural displays included John Hunkele's bees, Karen Spencer with
White Meadow Farm goats, Anne Tappan from Stepping Stone Farm and David
Marden from Boot Hill Farm. Osgood Farm brought goats and miniature
horses. Look for Harvest Fest again this fall.
FORPAPa^ organized an outing to Flag Hill Winery in June. It was an
informative and ejnoyale evening at a lovely site and a chance to support
a new agricultural project. New Hampshire's quality of life depends on a
tapestry of open spaces and productive land. Check out the program New
Hanpshire Everlasting: An Initiative to Conserve NH's Quality of Life.
Our state recognizes the immediate and long-term importance of planning
to protect the state's varied and significant resources.
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At the end of April, our area experienced several 90-degree days,
followed by a hard frost. The heat made leaves expand early and water was
pulled up into plants. The freeze split plant cells, cracking bark and
shattering leaves. Park trees were hit by this double v^ainmy. They pushed
new growth but the full impact will take time to see. We're also watching
rodent damage. Last year's deep snowcover let them chew and burrow.
We're relieved that we were finally able to install the corrected
paver for the Hampstead Mothers' Club. There is one paver space available
in the walkway, since one is slated for moving. We delayed planting the
boxwood donated by the Hanpstead Garden Club due to the drainage
improvements specified by our stormwater management plan. Most materials
for the drainage work are purchased and we look forward to completion
(our volunteers look forward to a functioning system to replace their
donated equipment and labor). The boxwood will be planted in the flagpole
area when the drainage improvements are completed. FORPARK is donating an
aerating fountain for the stormwater pond. It will improve water quality
and prevent mosquito breeding - and enhance the aethetics of our drainage
system.
Also scheduled for this year is work along the Depot Road
right-of-way, handling roadside run-off while improving pedestrian space
and accommodating parallel parking.
Two new signs have been constructed to display the town's rules.
These will be installed when frost and temperat\ire allow, and fulfill
another requirement of the Consent Decree.
FORPARK had to reallocate time to review a development proposal for
the corner parcel across Main Street. It's a significant proposal for the
park and the park's neighborhood. This unforeseen demand had an impact on
time available for other work.
It was a delight to see the park used for a wedding on a beautiful
July day, and we were pleased that the Hampsead Garden Club held a picnic
meeting in the park. The park is available to you. Contact the town for
details.
Thank you to the families we see relaxing together, to the friends
meeting for lunch, to the bug-hunters and Frisbee-players and
mound-runners - you are vihat the our park is for. In a time of harried
hurrying, impersonal fleeting contacts, and chimeras, it's essential to
maintain places for real people to choose their interactions in real time
and space.
FORPARK, The Friends of Ordway Park Committee
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead
For Year Ending December 31, 2001



























































































































































































































































































































































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Patricia P. Curran, Town Clerk
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Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampstead
For the Year Ending December 31, 2001













































































































































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Patricia P. Curran, Town Clerk
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead

















































































































































































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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This has been a very difficult year for many
members of our community with the economic
downturn after 9/11. The School Board
understood this and acted responsibly in
planning throughout the last six months. We
appreciate your understanding and
acknowledgement of our efforts to work
through these times.
In our review of the strategic planning goals
we continued our training and development
with the focus on two academic areas:
emphasis on basic skills and knowledge in
partnership with the application of critical
and creative thinking and
establishment of multiple assessments to
measure and document students'
performance.
A School Climate Committee was established
to survey critical areas and develop an action
plan to improve the effectiveness of our
schools. This survey queried parents and
students on day to day issues in the schools.
Building on this initiative, a survey will be used
in the year 2002-2003 to further our
commitment to ensure we continue to seek
input and make certain we are on target for
these critical issues.
A foreign language program at the Middle
School was another priority for this year. This
has been a longstanding handicap for our
students when they enter high school. Until
this year, Hampstead was the only sending
school to Pinkerton Academy that did not offer
any language program. Our students are
behind at the entry level. With the current
program, our students will have had some
exposure to language, culture, and writing of
the Spanish language. The language-
speaking component was cut due to the
economy. The Board intends to reinstate this
in the future.
Another program that has been on the
forefront of our concerns is Special Education.
In many respects Hampstead has been a
model inclusion program. In addition, the
community is continually being asked by the
federal government to pick up the financial
responsibility to pay for a federal mandated
program that is 80% underfunded. Our goal
for this year is to have monthly reports at the
Regular Board meetings to present to the
community the burden of this obligation and
how we are addressing Special Education
issues.
One very important area that we also tabled is
the need for the new school for our district.
Again, this was postponed in deference to our
economic challenges. Today, we have 222
students in modulars. Even though these
students may move through the main building,
they do not have the same access to the
library, research areas, teachers, etc. that is
afforded to other students. In addition, core
services are over burdened. The buildings
were not built for the increased population.
Continued postponement will have a negative
effect on the quality of education for future
students.
In the first year of operation as a 501 C3
nonprofit member organization, Hampstead
Educational Foundation has awarded the first
grant to the eighth grade play. This will be
used to purchase equipment for current and
future plays. Applications for future grants are
available in the schools. The foundation was
established to meet an original goal of the first
strategic plan.
Many thanks to all the community volunteers
in the school district over the years! It is an
exceptional gift to unconditionally give of your
time and energy to all the children! This




Report of the Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald
It is a pleasure to submit my seventh annual
report.
Budget
The proposed budget for 2002-2003 is
$16,809,858. The major factors impacting the
budget are an increase in tuition costs for high
school students attending Pinkerton Academy,
salaries and fringe benefits for faculty and staff
and federally mandated special education
costs. The Hampstead School Board worked
very hard to contain costs and it is anticipated
that the tax impact for the proposed budget will
be less than the rate of inflation.
our students reached out to assist others and
demonstrated their patriotism in this time of
national crisis.
Conclusion
I would like to thank the community, school
board, faculty and staff for your support of
school. I would particularly like to thank
Marion Lake who retired after nineteen years
as a teacher in our school district and Dorothy
Towler who retired after twenty years from the
SAD Financial Office. Their devotion and
commitment to children is an example to us all.
Enrollment
Hampstead's student enrollment continues to
grow. The district now has over 1200 students
through grade 8, making Hampstead the 55'^
largest district in the state (out of 169 school
districts). This puts us in the top third in school
district size. (When we add in our high school
students, we have over 1700 students, 34'^
overall.)
While we struggle with space issues in both
our schools, the board made the decision not
to ask the voters to approve funds for a new
building this year. Given the economy and last
year's tax increase, the Board felt that this was
a reasonable and responsible thing to do.
September 11, 2002
Our students and our community were deeply
impacted by the tragic events of September
11"^. Students in our schools held fund raisers
to help the families who lost loved ones at the
World Trade Center and Pentagon, made and
donated patriotic quilts, and raised funds as
part of President Bush's relief efforts for
Afghan children. Patriotic assemblies were
also held and local veterans were honored.
Students at Hampstead Middle School
participated in The Lion's Club essay contest
and Congressman Sununu addressed middle
school students at a patriotic assembly. The
community should be very proud of the way




Report of the Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Mark R. IMasterson
In our review of our Strategic Plan goals, we
focused on assessing school climate. Several
decades of educational research suggest there are
critical areas that promote student success in
school. When the presence of those indicators is
high, student success is most probable. Our
surveys were based on the effective school's
research and specific staff concerns. Here are
some sample results:
^
Base Line Parent Survey Data
(Strongly Agree/Agree)
My child is safe in school
CS 92% MS 89%
Positive School Spirit is evident
CS 95% MS 80%
School supports academic achievement
CS 90% MS 86%
School has a caring environment
CS 95% MS 82%
Teachers maintain appropriate discipline
in the classroom
CS 89% MS 74%
Base Line Student Survey Data
(Strongly Agree/Agree)
I feel safe in Hampstead Middle School
Gr.5 & 6 90% 7&8 85%
State Test Scores. On al| the State tests
Hampstead students consistently score above the
State average and in several areas are scoring as
high as students in any schools in the State.
^
Here is one example:










Taxes. As everyone is aware last year's school
budget jumped up. Why? The last "small"
Hampstead senior class graduated from Pinkerton
last year. This year's enrollment increase at
Pinkerton was 55 more students. (By comparison
for next year's budget we are estimating only 14
more Pinkerton students). Those 55 students and a
modest tuition increase accounted for one-third of
the overall budget increase. Secondly, voters made
a one-time land purchase of $475,000. That was
approximately one quarter of the budget increase.
In short, 57% of the 2001-02 school budget
increase was caused by arowtfi related issues.
Per Pupil Cost. Since 1990 the Hampstead per
pupil cost has consistently been belov^ the State
average. Relative to the rest of the State,
Hampstead' s enrollment is high in proportion
to assessed evaluation.
My teachers expect this class to reach
high standards of performance
Gr.5 & 6 88% 7&8 73%
My teachers care about students and
their needs
Gr.5 & 6 88% 7&8 60%
' Copies of test scores and survey results are available
from the respective principal's offices. The parent
survey consisted of 84 questions and the Middle School
student survey consisted of almost 200 questions.
Per Pupil Cost
In summary, Hampstead 's costs are below
average; our test scores are well above average;





The year 2001 was an excellent one for
Pinkerton Academy and for Hampstead students.
Awards and Recognition of Hampstead
Students
The Academy had ten National Merit
Scholarship Commended Students from the
Class of 2002. Two are Hampstead residents:
Colby Burns and Mina Farkhondeh.
Katie Burns of the Class of 2004 was recently
named a runner-up in the prestigious Hugh
O'Brian Leadership Award for high school
sophomores. Among recipients of the school's
2001 undergraduate awards from Hampstead
were Mina Farkhondeh (Bausch & Lomb
Honorary Science Award), and Kristen Sinitski
(The Wellesley College Club Book Award).
Class President of the Class of 2002 is Zachary
Sullivan of Hampstead.
Among the eight students to represent Pinkerton
Academy at last summer's Boys and Girls State
were Hampstead students Gillian Fairchild,
Mina Farkhondeh and Kristen Sinitski.


































Mrs. Virginia Clark and Mr. Wayne Bolen are
Hampstead's representatives on the Pinkerton
Academy Board of Trustees.
Eight Grade Transition
The Academy offers a thorough plan for 8"^
graders to select freshmen courses. Pinkerton
administrators visit the middle school in the fall
with course mini-booklets and general
information and return in the spring with full
catalogs and specific information.
Course presentations are held at the middle
school and there is a Course Night in late
January/early February at Pinkerton where
parents and all underclassmen can "sit in" and
learn more about future courses. The evening is
set up as a typical school day with shortened
periods and attendees can move from class to
class throughout the campus much like a student
would.
Pinkerton counselors then visit the middle school
to register 8'^ graders. Counselors are also
available to all underclassmen for consultations
on their course selections. Parents are
encouraged to be heavily involved in their child's
course selection.
Pinkerton has an intensive focus on the
advancement of all 8"" graders to the 9'^ grade.
Various initiatives have been implemented to
make the change of schools a positive
experience. These efforts include a Transition
Day, wherein only 9'^ graders attend classes on
the first day of school. This enables freshmen to
become familiar with teachers, schedules, and
classes without the presence of upperclassmen.
Fall 2001 Rally for America
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The Class of 2001
College Admissions and Post-secondary Information
Number of Graduates: 590
Number of colleges/universities/institutions accepting students from the Class of 2001
;





Total number of students entering post-secondary education programs:
Percentage of graduates pursuing post-secondary education programs:
Number of students entering military:











Enrollment at Pinkerton Academy
February 1, 2002
Class of Auburn Chester Derry Fremont Hampstead Other Total
2002 42 52 371 28 104 12 609
2003 24 38 482 10 135 9 698
2004 21 58 531 5 139 5 759
2005 11 67 668 7 160 9 922
TOTAL 98 216 2113 50 538 35 2988
Colby Burns and Kristen Sinitski receiving
their Foreign Language Honor Society
instructor certificates
Mina Farl<tiondeti receiving her National Honor





At the beginning of the school year, I address the
student body at the opening of school assembly. I
tell the students what they can do during the year to
be successful. My emphasis is mainly on things
former students have told me contributed to their
school success. First, do your homework! It is a
fact that students who come to school prepared for
class are more likely to have less stress, be
engaged in class activities and perform well
overall. In fact, a student survey we conducted last
spring asked students if they felt that homework
helped them learn. Overwhelmingly, the students
agreed the homework helped them learn. Over
90% of the students responded that they make an
effort to do their homework everyday. Several
years ago our guidance department started an after
school "Homework Club" to help students complete
their homework. We have three faculty members
who oversee the program. Also, we recruit
Pinkerton Academy students to tutor middle school
students. Homework Club meets two days a week
with twenty-five to thirty students there everyday.
A special thank you to Hampstead High School
tutors who come after school to give back to the
Middle School!
Another way to ensure success is for students to
get involved in their school. It is important for
students to take part in school activities and
become involved. We offer a large number of
opportunities for students to help shape their school
experiences. The list that follows are some of the
activities and clubs available: Destination
Imagination (OM), SAVE (Students Against
Violence in Education), National Junior Honor
Society, Student Council, Athletics, Band, Chorus,
Homework Club, Nature's Classroom, Tri-M-Music
Honor Society, Yearbook Staff, FCCLA, Recess
Rangers, Student Aides (nurse, office, science,
social studies) Peer Mediation, Technology Aides,
Athletic Student Managers, Cheerleading,
Recycling, and Class Officers. As you can see
there are many wonderful opportunities for students
to get involved in their school. A quick calculation
shows that there are as many opportunities for
student involvement as there are students in our
school.
Some students write the goals in their daily plan
book or teachers provide goal sheets that are kept
in the students Prime Time folder (when writing the
goals, students are encouraged to write down
things they need to do to achieve their goals).
Goals are reviewed at the end of each term.
We are very fortunate to have a staff and student
body who are committed to high performance.
There were several questions on the student survey
the School Climate Committee administered last
spring that highlighted how students feel. "My
teacher expects the class to reach high standards",
81% of the students agreed. "My teacher expects
me to come to class well prepared", 85% agreed."
My teacher is available for extra help", 75%
agreed. The district Climate Committee was
established through the Strategic Planning process
to measure student attitudes about the school. The
first year data is a baseline for us to improve our
schools. A survey will be administered annually to
both students and parents.
Parents are part of the third leg of our triangle for
success (students, staff and parents ). Again, our
schools are blessed with very supportive and
committed parents. Our volunteer program is
annually recognized as a Blue Ribbon winner
amassing over 8000 volunteer hours. Parents are
an integral part of our school - Athletic Club, Music
Boosters, Ski Club, and 8th Grade End of the Year
Trip. None of these programs could exist without
our parents. For the last three years parents have
attended the week-long overnight environmental
school. This year, I had eight fathers attend to help
chaperone and sleep with students in cabins. They
were a welcomed addition to our teachers.
The Middle School is alive and well! The student
and parent survey results were positive and
encouraging. We do have areas to improve that
we have identified and will address throughout the
year. Our state test scores are very strong and our
Pinkerton Academy students continue to do well!
If you are in the neighborhood, please stop in and
visit!
A third way to ensure success is for students to set
goals for themselves. One of the important
aspects of our Prime Time Advisory is academic
goal setting. Students are asked to project how





The daily lives of all Americans changed
dramatically on September 11. The intentions of
a few ruined the lives of many, and wrongfully
impacted the lives of all Americans. Central
School responded to this unfortunate turn of
history, with lots of generosity and gifts. The
Central School children, families and staff
collected items and cash to assist the victims of
September 11. The gifts were sent to victims in
our country as well as Middle Eastern countries.
Hopefully this small effort will help us bring
peace to more children around the world.
Over the past few years our schools have
focused on improving school safety and crisis
planning. The amount of school support this year
with Hampstead Police and Fire Departments is
unprecedented. The support from Youth Officer
Dale Childs and Chief Joe Beaudoin has been
greatly appreciated by our schools. The level of
support from our new full-time firemen, Ed Clark
and Chris Beaudoin along with Chief Chip
Hastings is again remarkable. Last year Maurie
Worthen received the NH Champion For Children
award, recognizing years of volunteer efforts for
fire safety in our schools. These public officials
and staff have collaborated with HCS staff to
improve crisis plans to create a safer school.
Simple changes have included playground
fencing, security cameras, safer hallways, drills,
contingency plans and many facets of a better
school. The success of this critical collaboration
is a benefit that we all need and appreciate.
All of the major studies show that one the most
important elements of successful schools is the
partnership between parents and the school. The
NH Department of Education sponsors the
Partners In Education (NH PIE) volunteer
recognition program. Central School is very
proud to accept the 1l'^ consecutive Blue Ribbon
Award from NHPIE. We estimate that this effort
has brought in nearly a quarter of a million
volunteer hours to HCS over the past 11 years.
Hampstead has historically earned this award
with distinction. Congratulations to our volunteer
leaders: Jody Bartolotta, Kathy Stanton, Jaye
Dimando and Claire Stilling.
Central School staff members are the core of
success for our schools.
David McCormick and Ann Pinto have taught
a UNH graduate education courses at HCS
this year. Many staff members enjoyed their
course, "Learning Through Teaching" based
on children's understanding of reading.
Deb Bridges and Pat Huntington will present
our multi-age program at the New England
SDE conference in April.
We continue to maintain our relationship with
Keene State College and the student teaching
program. This has benefited Hampstead children
with many cutting edge educational ideas. Our
schools have also benefited with direct access to
some of the best new teachers entering the
profession, including 9 teachers on the HCS staff.
Curriculum is one of the core tools educators use
to assist children with their growth. Fortunately
we have a great staff that invests many hours in
refining our curriculum. This past year has been
very active in the area of Language Arts. The
HCS staff members have moved forward with a
significant amount of improvements in Language
Arts with the adoption of the newest edition of
Open Court. We have also moved the district
into the Rebecca Sitton program, offering a
strong integration of spelling.
The curriculum along with substantial efforts from
educators, parents and students is showing solid
results through the accomplishments of our
children. We have some of the strongest scores
in the NH statewide testing for our third graders.
In addition, the testing over the past few years
have shown consistent improvement. These
solid scores are indicative of strong educational
opportunities in all Hampstead classrooms.
NHEAIP scores for Hampstead and other NH
communities are available on line at
http://www. ed. state, nh. us/.
SURVEY SAYS! ... Over the past year we have
invested a great deal of time studying the overall
effectiveness of our schools through three
surveys. These surveys were targeted to three
distinct groups: HCS students (grades 3-4), HMS
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Students (grades 5-8), and all HCS/HMS parents.
After the creation, administering, tallying and
analysis of the surveys we found some very
useful information about schools. Along with
some areas needing improvement, we found
many strengths.
« The students were overwhelmingly
supportive of the staff, and consistently
affirmed that they are "helpful and friendly".
Many received an approval rating of 97% or
higher.
- Both parents and children affirmed that they
feel safe at school, on the buses, on the
playground and in all of the classrooms.
Both parents and children strongly affirmed
that the discipline and curriculum at HCS is
appropriate for all children.
The parents gave the school an average
grade of "A-" for overall effectiveness.
installed a new sign in front of the school,
permanently located in the perennial garden.
The sign is hand carved wood with golden
letters on a bright red background. In this
school year of the artist, we are honored to
share the beauty of an original artistic creation
from a Hampstead Artist.
The state's endless education budget debate, in
conjunction with the tough economic times, are
certainly impacting all of us. Many families are
struggling with economic impacts, while trying to
keep their children' s future a priority. We need
to maintain the fundamental priority of education
as defined in the words of Plato (482 BC - 348
BC)
"The direction in which education starts a man
will determine his future life.
"
The bottom line is that the survey supported what
we all know, that Hampstead schools are
wonderful and successful. Special thanks go to
the many volunteers, staff and students from the
Climate Committee that collaborated to develop
these surveys.
Hampstead Schools have successfully helped
many children with a great start and will continue
with more great starts, because of the needs of
our future. This great start needs to be given to
all children as stated in the district's mission
statement.
The school-wide integration theme for 2001-2002
has been Artists. In line with this effort, we are
very thankful for the generous and artistic
creation from Nick Maselli. He created and
'iw-
Artist Nick Maselli
The mission of the Hampstead School District is
to provide challenging educational opportunities






Community Thank You !
The Hampstead Middle School and Hampstead Central School are most appreciative of the
generosity of citizens, organizations, and businesses as they help us maintain and improve the
quality of our schools We gratefully acknowledge donations we have received from the community
during the past year.
Hampstead Middle School
Class of 2001
Donated monies for tables
HMS National Junior Honor
Society
Induction ceremony and pins
Donation to American Red Cross
School beautiflcation projects
Flowers in front of school
Patriotism Assembly
Meals for Emmaus House
HMS Student Council
Canned Food Drive
Student Awards for Student
Council contest winners
HMS Prime Time
Donation to American Red Cross
Community Donations






Community Bank & Trust
Fleet Bank





curtain, jackets, awards, support for
concerts and musicals, band








C.R.A. of Southern NH











Community Bank & Trust

























plagues, food for teams, and
transportation to athletic events.
HMS Project Respect
Hampstead Hospital
Greater Hampstead Civic Club
ANSA Printing
C.A.S.A. and Atkinson Police
Department
Century 21 Bridge Real Estate
C.R.A. of Southern NH







Horace Mann Co-Brickett Mill
Johnson & Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. Klawitter
James M Lavelle Associates
Prudential Verani Real Estate
Dr. Albert J Sandler, DMD
Shop and Save
Colby Tanning
Coldwell Banker Concept 100
Community Bank & Trust
Don's Market




Horace Mann Co - Jamie Carideo
Kieley Corporation
L & M Construction, Inc





Stillmeadow Bed & Breakfast
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Microwave Oven & Cart
Square Dance Caller













"Talk It Out" Presentation
Museum of NH Outreach Program
Vision Screening
Safety Workshop/Speaker














Mr. & Mrs. Donald Latham
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Stanton
Mr. Maurie Worthen
Mr & Mrs Rodman St. Armand
Mrs. Janice Yannalfo




Shop n Save, E. Hampstead







Hampstead Fire Department & Rescue Squad
Hampstead Police Department
Hampstead Conservation Commission
R-Squared Office Panels & Furniture
Computer Associates, Andover, Ma.
Mr. Glen Maclsaaac





> Article 1 - Election of Officers
To choose the following school district officers:
Moderator 3-year term
School District Clerk 3-year term





> Article 2 - 2002-2003 Budget
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth
on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth
therein, totaling $16,947,312. Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $16,809,858,
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Hampstead
School District or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA
40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. Note: Warrant Article 2
(Operating Budget) does not include appropriations proposed under any other warrant articles.
Recommended by the School Board
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
> Article 3 - General Acceptance of Reports





Central School Middle School
Readiness 36 Pre School 63
Grade 1 117 Grade 5 154
Grade 2 116 Grade 6 134










2001-2002 Operating Budget $15,616,058
Hampstead Support Personnel Association 42,095
Warrant Article on Land 475,000
2001-2002 DEFAULT AMOUNT $16,133,153
2002-2003 ADJUSTMENTS
1100 Hampstead Education Association Agreement 279,094
1100 Hampstead Support Personnel Association 53,708
1 1 00-2620 Hampstead Association of School Staff 51 ,896
1100 Pinkerton Academy Tuition (570 students) 257,012
(+ 14 more students and 8.7% percentage tuition increase)
1200 Special Education Tuition 211,558
(Individual Education Plan driven increases)
2320 SAU 55 22,799
2700 Transportation Contract (23,760)
5221 Food Service 45,000
4200 Land Purchase (475,000)
2900 Fixed Charge Increase 270,197
(Retirement, PICA, Unemployment Comp, Worker's Comp.)
5100 Reduction Bond Principal and interest (15,799)
(Hampstead Middle School addition bond)
TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS 676.705
2002- 2003 DEFAULT BUDGET $16,809,858




ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 2 00-01 BUD 2001-02 SCH BD 2002-03
1100-112 SALARIES -TEACHERS 3,197,,896.49 3,394,482.00 3,656,865.00
1100-114 SAL-TEACHER ASST 128,, 094.40 161,295.00 174,328.00
1100-122 SALARIES - SUBSTITUTES 79,,543.17 47,000.00 55,000.00
1100-123 LONG TERM SUBS 143 .97 .00 .00
1100-124 SALARIES -SUB. AIDES 11,,013 .32 8,000.00 12,000.00
1100-330 COMPUTER CONSULTING 11,,130.00 18, 000.00 24,000.00
1100-430 REPAIRS 15,,482.04 17,929.00 19,579.00
1100-563 TUITION 3,019,,087.23 3,650, 595.00 3,907,607.00
1100-580 WORKSHOPS-REG ED 9,,268.75 8, 500.00 8,500.00
1100-610 SUPPLIES 124,,236.11 102,789.00 106,855.00
1100-631 WORKBOOKS 9,,649.64 14,358.00 16,996.00
1100-640 TEXTBOOKS 48,.274.57 65,524.00 35, 686.00
1100-733 NEW EQUIPMENT 106,,470.22 29,996.00 41,090.00
1100-737 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT 12, 650.41 38, 025.00 26,256.00
1100-810 DUES .00 .00 .00
1100-870 OTH EXP -COMPUTER ED 3, 929.39 4,000.00 4,000.00
1100-880 OTHER-ESL .00 .00 .00
1100-890 OTHER EXP - VENTURES 3, 262.11 4,000.00 4,000.00
1100-891 HEALTH/WELLNESS 821.66 2,870.00 2,170.00
TOTAL REGULAR PROGRAMS 6,780,953.48 7,567,363.00 8,094,932.00
1200-111 SAL-SPEC ED DIRECTOR 65,, 865.02 68,,500,.00 71,,240.00
1200-112 SAL-SPEC ED 761,,246.50 846,,623,.00 933,,359.00
1200-114 SAL - SPEC ED AIDES 348,,620.98 400,,367,.00 419,,063.00
1200-115 SAL-SPEC ED SEC 43,,244.03 63,,936,.00 68,,656.00
1200-122 SAL-HOME INSTRUCTION 2,,086.85 2,,000,.00 2,,000.00
1200-569 TUITION- PRIVATE 953,,935.21 1,169,,945,.00 1,381,,503.00
1200-580 WORKSHOPS-SPEC ED 5,,276.24 4,,800,.00 5,,000.00
1200-610 SUPPLIES-SPEC ED 12,,287.18 12,,300,.00 11,,525.00
1200-640 BOOKS 536.62 760..00 675.00
1200-641 WORKBOOKS 69.05 770,.00 300.00
1200-733 NEW EQUIPMENT 5,,112.86 7,,000..00 6,,940.00
1200-737 REPL EQUIPMENT .00 400..00 1,.365.00
1200-810 DUES -SPEC ED 411.00 520,.00 520.00





1420-112 SAL STU. ACTIVITIES
1420-390 OFFICIALS
142 0-43 REPAIRS -ATH EQUIP
1420-610 SUPPLIES-ATHLETICS
1420-733 NEW EQUIP -ATHLETICS
1420-737 REPL EQUIP-ATHLETICS











































2122-7 37 GUIDANCE -RPL EQUIP
2123-330 TESTING - SCORING








2134--640 BOOKS - NURSES
2134--641 PERIODICALS -NURSE



































65, 383.81 67,,400.00 69,121.00
82, 021.85 86,, 202.00 90,454.00
12,037.20 6,, 000.00 6, 000 .00
872.22 1,, 450.00 1,430.00
94,931.27 93,, 652 .00 97,884.00






ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 200 0-01 BUD 2001-02 SCH BD 2002-03
TOTAL SPEECH PATH & AUDIO 12 5 , 508.97 125,514.00 134,348.00




TOTAL OTHER 4 ,465.80 5, 501.00 5,500.00
2210-610 CURRICULUM DEV 894.96 1,000.00 1,500.00
2212-550 CURRICULUM DEV 21 ,152.63 12,410.00 18,310.00




TOTAL IMP OF 92,,159.14 88, 595.00 94, 995.00
2222-112 SAL - LIBRARIAN 29,, 334.00 31,322.00 34,347.00
2222-114 SAL - LIBRARY ASST. 51,, 905.53 58,021.00 59, 601.00
2222-330 CONT SVCE- LIBRARY 1,, 030.70 1,500.00 1,500.00
2222-610 SUPPLIES -LIBRARY 2,,638.94 3,042.00 3,042.00
2222-640 BOOKS -LIBRARY 14,,168.52 19,000.00 19,000.00
2222-641 PERIODICALS 649.24 900.00 900.00
2222-733 NEW EQUIP -LIBRARY 2,,497.46 1,000.00 1,000.00
2222-737 REPL EQUIPMENT 442.22 50.00 50.00
2223-430 REPAIRS -AV 538.62 1,400.00 1,100.00
2223-441 LIBRARY EQUIP MAINT .00 .00 .00
2223-453 FILM RENTAL .00 .00 .00
2223-610 SUPPLIES - AV 8,,481.41 9,395.00 7, 895.00
2223-733 NEW EQUIP - AV 1,,369.02 3,000.00 1, 500.00




TOTAL ED MED 114,, 516.28 130,630.00 130,435.00
2311-111 SAL -SCHOOL BOARD 3,,200.00 3,200.00 3,200.00
2311-523 LIABILITY INSURANCE .00 3,300.00 3,300.00
2312-340 SCHOOL BOARD CLERK 900.00 1,450.00 1,450.00
2312-532 EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK .00 150.00 150.00
2313-111 TREASURER t ASST 1, 100.00 1,250.00 1,250.00
2313-520 TREASURER'S BOND .00 325.00 325.00
2313-532 TREASURER'S POSTAGE 471.00 600.00 600.00
2313-610 TREASURER'S SUPPLIES 666.80 200.00 675.00
2314-340 DIST OFCRS & WORKERS 592.91 600.00 600.00
2314-550 ANNUAL REPORT 342.62 3,000.00 3,000.00
2314-610 ANNUAL MTG EXPENSES 1, 736.74 500.00 500.00
2317-3 30 AUDIT 3, 900.00 3,650.00 4,000.00
2318-330 LEGAL SERVICES 10, 244.62 10,000.00 14,000.00
2319-540 BOARD EXP-ADV 3, 779.06 5,000.00 5,000.00
2319-580 BOARD EXPENSES 14, 835.41 7,000.00 7,000.00
2319-610 BOARD EXP -SUPPLIES 4, 258.50 300.00 300.00
2319-640 BD EXP -PERIODICAL 270.00 280.00 280.00
2319-810 BD EXP-ASSOCIATION
BOARD SERVICE
3, 864.98 3,995.00 4,200.00




ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 2000-01 BUD 2001-02 SCH BD 2002-03
2320-310 SAU NO. 55 BXTOGET
TOTAL OFFICE SUPT SERVICES
2390-360 COMPUTER SERVICES
















2410-430 BUSINESS MACH REPAIR










TOTAL OFFICE OF THE PRNCPL
2490-890 GRADUATION





















































2 610-580 WORKSHOPS -CUSTODIAL










2620-115 SAL-CUSTODIAL SEC 14,201.20 25,445.00
2620-116 SAL-CUSTODIAL 244,010.36 301,950.00
2620-126 SAL-OT,VAC,SK.LV 14,121.76 7,500.00
2620-290 UNIFORMS .00 6,370.00
2620-420 RUBBISH REMOVAL 17,411.00 20,000.00
2620-430 CONT. SERV. REPAIRS 27,753.27 29,000.00
2620-432 PLMBG, HEATING, ELECT 23,155.55 24,000.00
2620-451 PORTABLE CLASSROOMS 120,840.22 112,320.00
2620-490 SEPTIC TANKS 1,200.00 1,600.00
2620-520 INSURANCE-SMP 19,553.00 27,000.00
2620-610 CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES 25,173.04 27,000.00
2620-620 SUPPLIES-REP & MAINT 7,510.70 12,000.00
2620-622 LIGHT 109,459.60 116,500.00
2620-623 GAS SERVICE 11,451.61 15,000.00
2620-624 HEAT 55,071.97 58,750.00
2620-733 NEW EQUIP 1,070.42 6,600.00





















ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 2000-01 BUD 2001-02 SCH BD 2002-03




2630-733 NEW EQUIP - GROUNDS
2630-737 REP EQUIP-GROUNDS
TOTAL OP &: MAINT - GROUNDS
2 640-610 MATERIALS -EQUIP REP























TOTAL PUPIL TRANS SERVICES





290 0-250 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP
2900-260 WORKER'S COMP INS
TOTAL OTHER SERVICES
3 300-118 COMM SVCE- INSURANCE
TOTAL OTH COMMUNITY SVCS









9,,810.48 15, 502.00 15,502.00
315.25 500.00 800.00
315.25 500.00 800.00
1,,226.33 2, 000.00 2,000.00
.00 1.00 1.00
1,.226.33 2,001.00 2,001.00






4,, 627.46 7,600.00 7,600.00
351.52 1, 000.00 1,000.00
422.24 875.00 875.00
443,,403.23 704, 015.00 680,555.00
838,,465.48 1,125,000.00 1,445,000.00
.00 2,400.00 2,400.00
456,, 828.22 494,341.00 528,840.00
26,,760.78 35, 102.00 37,974.00
134,,533.10 147, 855.00 144,431.00
.00 4, 600.00 4,600.00





3,, 826.90 7,300.00 7,300.00
12,,235.00 475, 000.00 .00
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5110-910 PRINCIPAL ON DEBT
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE - PRIN.
5120-830 INTEREST ON DEBT
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE - INT.
5221-930 FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
5222-930 FEDERAL PROJECTS
5225-8 80 FED PROJECT PAYABLE
TOTAL TRANS TO SP REV FD
5230-880 CAPITAL RESERVE
TOTAL TRANS TO CAP PROJ FD
53 00-119 SAL - FOOD SERVICE
5 3 00-129 SAL -FOOD SVCE SUBS






TOTAL REF CURRENT YR EXP








14,196.45 20,, 000.00 .00






.00 130,,000.00 175,, 000.00
170,395.73 150,, 000.00 150,, 000.00
.00 .00 .00
170,395.73 280,. 000.00 325,, 000.00
.00 1.00 1.00
.00 1.00 1.00







12, 371.95 .00 .00
















































32.20 Voc Ed Transp










































REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1 , 2000 through June 30, 2001
Cash on Hand July 1, 2000
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from All Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1 , 2000 through June 30, 2001
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete and correct to
the best of our knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 17 of Chapter 21-J of the Revised
Statutes Annotated, and regulation Chapter Rev 11 00, Financial Accounting for Local Educational Agencies on file with the
Administrative Procedures Act, and upon forms prescribed by the Dept. of Revenue Administration.
Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Douglas B McDonald
Hampstead School Board:
Mary White, Chair
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord « New Hampshire « 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Hampstead School District
Hampstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Hampstead School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2001 as listed in the table of contents. These general
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the fmancial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe diat our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the general purpose fmancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Hampstead School District as of June 30, 2001, and the results of
its operations for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose fmancial statements
of the Hampstead School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the general purpose fmancial statements of the Hampstead School District.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general
purpose fmancial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation








Article 1 - Election of Officers (March 13 only)
To choose the following school district officers:
School Board Member 1 -year term Natalie Gallo
School Board Member 3-year term Howard Davine
Article 2 - Bond Issue
Failed Yes -1144 No - 904
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,328,760 for construction and
original equipping and furnishing of a new primary school (preschool through grade 2) to include a library,
cafeteria, gymnasium, and classrooms.
Further, to authorize the issuance of not more than $8,128,760 of bonds or notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the School Board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon;
Further to authorize the expenditure of up to $200,000 from money to be gained from the short term investing
of the proceeds from the bond sales for the project and authorize the School Board to take any and all actions
necessary to carry out any vote hereunder or take any other action relative thereto.
Furthermore, shall the Hampstead School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $230,069 to pay the
first interest payment due on the borrowing authorized above.
(60% vote required)
(The actual cost to tax payers is $5.630, 132 plus interest on the bond. The $8,328,760 proposal is offset by
$2,498,628 from State Building Aid and $200,000 in interest on investments)
Article 3 - Land Purchase
Passed Yes -1299 No - 826
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $475,000 for the purchase of
approximately 36 acres of land located at Depot Road in Hampstead, said land to be used for a future primary
school building.
(When a school is built on this land, the $475,000 will be offset by $142,500 from State Building Aid)
Article 4 - Land Swap
Passed Yes - 1343 No - 762
Shall the Hampstead School District authorize the School Board to convey to the Town of Hampstead
Conservation Commission an approximate 18 total acre portion of Tax Map 1 lots 39 and 43 off Depot Road,
and authorize the School Board to accept the conveyance of an approximate 9 acre portion of Tax Map 1 , lot
42, free of conservation restrictions, subject to the School District receiving a title certificate or opinion that the
land to be conveyed by the Town to the School District has marketable title, and that the conveyance of the
School District of said portion of Tax Map 1 lots 39 and 43 does not violate any restriction or condition whereby
the School District acquired said land.
(This article permits a land swap between the School District and the Hampstead Conservation Commission for
property on Depot Road)
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Hampstead School District
Article 5 - 2001-2002 Budget
Passed Yes - 1350 No - 708
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling
$15,616,058. Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $15,531,816, which is the same as
last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Hampstead School District or by law; or
the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the
issue of a revised operating budget only. Note: Warrant Article 5 (Operating Budget) does not include
appropriations proposed under any other warrant articles).
Article 6 - Hampstead Support Personnel Association NEA-NH Contract
Passed Yes - 1449 No - 610
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampstead Support Personnel Association NEA-NH and the Hampstead
School Board which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits:
Cost Distribution
2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Salaries $31 ,864 $24,657 $30,680 $31,234
FiCA 2,438 1,886 2,347 2,389
NH State Retirement 1,423 1,101 1,370 1,395
Insurance 24,833 25,745 29,562 33,945
Custodial Uniforms 6,370 319 337 350
Total $66,928 $53,708 $64,296 69,313
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $42,095 for the 2001-2002 fiscal year, such sum representing
the increase in salaries and fringe benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the
prior fiscal year.
(Under State law. the School District must maintain current insurance benefits if the contract is not approved by
the voters. The cost of insurance thererfore. while shown above, is budgeted in the operating budget in Article
5 rather than Article 6)
Article 7 - Authorization for Special Meeting on Cost Items
Passed Yes - 1498 No - 547
Shall the Hampstead School District, if Article 6 is defeated, authorize the Hampstead School Board to call one
special meeting, at its option, to address Article 6 cost items only.
(Without this Article, the District would have to petition Superior Court for a Special School District Meeting.
This saves the District the expense of attorney fees and court costs)
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Article 8 - Public Kindergarten
null and void
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to operate a public kindergarten program beginning in the 2002-2003
school year and raise and appropriate the sum of $170,270 to construct and equip a building to house a
kindergarten program; and further raise and appropriate the additional sum of $510,811 for the same purpose
and authorize the District to apply for, accept and expend $510,811 the kindergarten building aid to offset this
appropriation. This Article is contingent on Article 2 passing. This Article is further contingent on the receipt of
State Kindergarten Aid.
(This article authorizes the construction of a kindergarten to be paid for In one year from funds to be raised by
the District In the amount of $170, 270 and from state aid In the amount of $510,811. In addition, over a period
of five years, the District will receive $51,081 additional dollars In State Building Aid reducing the final cost of
kindergarten to $119, 189)
Article 9 - General Acceptance of Reports
Passed Yes - 1773 No - 241
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Reservations for the Meeting House
Debbie Stokinger 329-5916
Fire Non-Emergency 329-6006
